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Alumni 'firsts' _9ccur.ring
Within the next few months, several firsts will be
happening for UNI alumni and the Alumni Office. One
has already happened - our move to new office spaces.
Those of you who visited our old offices in Gilchrist
Hall (Administration Building) know we were very
crowded. Recently, for the first time in several years,
the university remodeled space for us in the Arts and
Industries Building. We now have about twice as much
space. We're on the ground floor and the newly
remodeled Graduate College offices are across the hall.
We'll have a remodeled entrance soon, also. You'll
notice by the picture of our happy crew that we're
enjoying our new elbow room. Come visit us.
Another first is the celebration of Class Reunions and
Homecoming at the same time this fall, Oct. 8-9. This, of
course, means moving the reunions from spring to fall .
We're doing this because of time and space problems,
and also, because we sincerely believe that we can
improve both events by using the same weekend.
Neither event will lose its individuality and, in our
opinion, each will offer more for everyone.
The other first which you'll read more about on page 3
is the unanimous adoption of a dues-paying association
by the Alumni Association board of directors. The
University, for all practical purposes, has supported the
Alumni Association since its formation in 1879. And,
since we all received a fine education and are living a
better life because of it at a very low cost to us, I think it's
only realistic that we assume some of the cost.
Not only will all alumni have an opportunity to share
the cost, we intend to improve the services to alumni. I
plan to be the first to join. Please join me. There will be
further information in the June Century when we get all
the facts put together.

THE ALUMNUS is issued four l i mes
o yea r in February, Moy , September
a nd December by the University
of N ort hern Iowa. 1222 W . 27th St .•
Cedo r Foils, lowo 50613. Second
closs postage poid at Cedar Fall s,
Iowa 50613.

The Alumni Affairs staff show off their new offices in the Arts &
Industries building and invite all alumni to visit them. The staff
includes Mary Miller ljront); Mona Wiesley (left center) and
Bert Reed; Lee Miller (left back), Elly Leslie and Mary
Moothart. Bob Justis works in his office (back right).
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IntroducingThe new UNI
Alumni Association

The Campanile visibly portrays a way that UNI alumni
have served their University. It was donated in 1926 by
alumni, fa culty, students and friends as a memorial to
the founders and builders of the University. Later, in
1966, alumni raised funds to add an additional 32 bells to
make a complete 47-bell carillon in the Campanile.

You - all of you University of Northern Iowa alumni are an important part of the University. The Alumni
Association strongly believes this and therefore, wants
to do more for all of you. However, to offer you more
services will require more money. How to resolve the
problem?
After considerable thought and consultation, the UNI
Alumni Association board decided on a plan that will
expand services to an ever-increasing alumni body. The
plan will also take the financial burden of the Alumni
Association off the University.
The answer is a plan to support alumni activities
through charging dues for active membership. In this
way, alumni can strengthen their support for the
University and they will receive special benefits for their
support.
The Alumni Association board announced that the
change to a dues-paying structure will take place during
the summer when all alumni will have an opportunity to
become dues-paying association members.
Why change to a dues-paying association? One reason
is economics - dollars and cents.
Lee Miller, director of Alumni Affairs, candidly stated,
"The Association's expenses go up drastically each year
and we can't ask the University to support all alumni
activities. In order to offer additional services to alumni
that we've not offered in the past, we feel we must ask for
some nominal support. "
The number of alumni also increases along with the
expenses. Each year about 2,000 alumni are added to a
mailing list which already bursts at 38,500. For instance,
it now costs about $400 to mail each issue of The
Alumnus magazine and 25¢ for each copy mailed and
returned with a corrected address.
The Alumni Affairs staff has researched this idea and
discovered, after contacting several universities, that a
change to a dues-paying association can benefit the total
alumni program. Iowa State and the University of Iowa
have both had successful dues-paying associations for
several years.
Bob Justis, assistant to the alumni director, pointed
out that obviously, not all UNI alumni will choose to join
the association. This does not mean that they will lose
touch with UNI. "We do not propose to take something
away from alumni who do not pay dues, but rather to give
additional benefits to those who do," Justis explained.
Complete details of additional benefits offered to duespaying members will reach you soon. The Alumni
Association board is finalizing details.
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One change, however, will occur with The Alumnus.
Alumni Association dues-paying members only will
receive The Alumnus. The quarterly publication will
continue to feature articles of interest to alumni including
the well-read News Notes section. Articles relating
national trends to UNI and highlights of local campus
projects will also appear. The UNI Century, the news
tabloid, will still be mailed to all UNI alumni and parents
of current students. Alumni should also be aware that
this May issue of The Alumnus is the last one they will
receive unless they become dues-paying Alumni
Association members.
Because The Alumnus is part of this new project, it will
also have a new look starting with the September issue.
The Alumni Association board believes this plan will
achieve several important goals for UNI alumni:

1.) It will put the UNI association in step with other
strong alumni associations in the nation. Based on a
study done by Baylor University, it was found that the
majority of the strongest alumni associations are
supported by active members who pay dues.
2.) It will encourage more active participat!on by more
alumni.
3.) It will provide an economic base for future alumni
achievements, thus making alumni of greater value to the
University.

The Alumni Association board and staff hope that you
will want to join to help make this a successful step for all
UNI alumni. Watch for details in the June Century.
You'll also receive individual information in the mail
about how you can join the new UNI Alumni Association.

Community representative named to Policy Board
A Cedar Falls dentist has been
named to the UNI-Dome Policy
Board, by UNI Vice President for
Administrative Services Robert
Stansbury, to replace a member who
has left the community.
Dr. James McCutcheon has been
named to succeed Frank Standish as
a Cedar Falls community
representative on the Board.
Standish, who was president of .
Viking Pump Division of Houdaille
Industries in Cedar Falls, is now
senior vice president of Chicago
Pneumatic Tool Co. in New York
City.
McCutcheon, a native of Traer,
came to Cedar Falls in 1957,
following his graduation from the
University of Iowa, and opened his
private practice. He is a member of
the First United Methodist Church,
Rotary International, Arcturus Club
and Beaver Hills Country Club.
He is a past president of the Black
Hawk Dental Society, and a member
of the Waterloo District Dental
Society, the Iowa State Dental
Society and the American Dental
Association. His family has had longtime involvement with the Cedar
Falls Swim Club.
He and his wife, Martha, are the
parents of three daughters, Jane,
Barbara and Carolyn.
"Since I am not an alum of UNI nor
a Cedar Falls native, I feel my
appointment to this Board really
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demonstrates community involvement and shows the support of the
community for the UNI-Dome," said
McCutcheon.
"Our families have been products
of the state schools from years
back," he continued. "We are vitally
interested in the continued growth
and development of all these
schools. We feel the UNI-Dome is a
unique opportunity for this school
and I am pleased to be a part of the
cultural enrichment this facility
brings to the community.
"Our daughter graduated from
high school in the Centennial year of
the institution and the nation's
Bicentennial. The special
ceremonies held in the UNI-Dome
will be one of the life-long
experiences she will always
remember."
The function of the UNI-Dome
Policy Board is to develop major
policy on the operation,
maintenance and programming of
the UNI-Dome. In developing policy,
the Board seeks to maximize the
multi-purpose usage of the facility by
the University student body, the
entire academic community and the
private sector, as well as the
revenue-producing potential of the
facility.
The Policy Board also reviews
long-range programs submitted by
the UNI-Dome program committee,
prepares an annual report for the

University and UNI Foundation and
performs other functions necessary
for the efficient operation of the
facility.
The UNI-Dome Policy Board is
responsible to the Vice President for
Administrative Services (Stansbury)
and meets at his call or the call of the
chairman, Jim Heinz of Waterloo.
The Board meets regularly the
second Wednesday of each month.

MATCH

IHI:J)JLW&!r
your money
When you give to the UNI
Foundation , remember that many
corporations and companies will
match your gift.
Waterloo -Cedar Falls resi dents are also reminded that now
John Deere has a matching g(ft
program .
Double , and sometimes triple ,
your contribution with a matching
gift program . Check with your
employer.

Homecoming, Alumni Reunions
combine for one gala weekend
For the first time, Homecoming
and Alumni Class Reunions will be
combined for one gala weekend
(Oct. 8-9). There will be no June
reunions and the Alumni Association
believes this fall duet will offer alumni
more than summer reunions.
Mrs. Ellen Leslie, assistant to the
director of Alumni Affairs, discussed
the reasons why reunions are being
combined on trial basis with
Homecoming this year. Many alumni
comments indicate that June
reunions conflict with vacations and
with alumni who attend other
universities to pick up summer
credits. Also, this year there was a
conflict with University facilities for
June reunions.
Staff in the Alumni Office also
talked with alumni who, for various
reasons, can only make one trip a
year to the campus. These people
traditionally choose Homecoming
over reunions because Homecoming
provides the opportunity to see
more friends and to participate in
more activities. Alumni attending for
reunions only this fall will still have
one day especially for themselves
and their classmates.
Visiting the UNI campus in the fall
is also very different from seeing the
campus in the summer. During the
fall semester the campus is in full
swing, more students are around
and alumni can take advantage of
Homecoming events like the variety
show and parade.
The alumni weekend will include
the traditional football game, class
meetings and presentation of the
Alumni Service Awards. In addition,
the Alumni Achievement Awards will
be presented at the HomecomingReunion brunch instead of at May
commencement exercises.
There will be several additional
highlights to the weekend. Bob Lee,
B.A '50, has arranged a special
reunion for Iowa State Teachers
College football players from the
years 1946-49.
This year the classes of 1917, 1927,
1937 and 1952 will be honored at the

reunion. People in classes one year
ahead and one year behind the
honor classes are also welcome.
The new UNI Band Alumni Group
may also participate in t he
Homecoming-Reunion
festivities.
Organized to give additional support
to the UNI band, the group's first
event was May 20 in Des Moines in
conjunction with the Iowa
Bandmaster Association. A
reception was held for all former UNI
band members. Dr. Karl Hoivik, UNI
music professor, is a prime organizer
of the band alumni group. More
information on the group will appear
in a future Alumnus.
Alumni can register for the
Homecoming-Reunion Weekend by
using the registration forms on the
back cover of this Alumnus. The
Saturday schedules for Homecoming and Reunion alumni are the same
except for the 2:30 p.m. event when
Reunion alumni attend class
meetings. Homecoming will not be
combined with State Day this year.

Saturday, Oct. 8
9:00 AM

Registration--Commons

10:30 AM

Campanile Concert

11 :30 AM

Brunch--Commons Ballroom

1:00 PM
2:30 PM

Parade--Downtown Cedar
Falls & College Hill
Class meetings (Reunion)
Tour campus on your own
(Homecoming)

The intangible
benefit
Sometimes you don't see instant
results when you give someone
something.
But, your contributions to the
University of Northern Iowa a re
important not only for concrete
projects but for the intangible
ones, too.
One of the best ways to give a gift
to UNI is by creating a trust
through the UNI Foundation. The
University benefits and you will
too by setting up a trust fun d.
Here are some of the benefits for
you :
-

4:30 PM

Cocktails, Commons
Georgian Lounge

-

5:30 PM

Buffet, Commons Ballroom;
presentation of Alumni
Achievement Awards

-

7:30 PM
10:00 PM

Football, UNI vs. Augustana,
UNI-Dome
Jazz Concert, Commons
Ballroom

Sunday, Oct. 9 Reunions only
9:00 AM

-

Deferred i nterest f rom the t rust is
immediotely deductoble;
Amounts paid to individual beneficiaries con qua lify for favorable lox treatment;
There's no capitol gain lox on your
paper profit when you t ransfer appreciated securities to the trust;
The trust might save thousands of
dollars in estate loxes;
You con divert income lo a low bracket
taxpayer w ithin your family group.

Reg istration, Commons

10:30 AM

Campanile Concert

10:45 AM

C lass pictures, Commons
Ballroom

Write or coll : UNI Foundation, University
of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, IA 50613
(319) 273-2355. Or consult your attorney
for further informati on.

12:00 PM

Luncheon, Commons Ballroom ; presentation of
A lumni Service Awards.

Help make the intangible difference · create a trust in UNI.
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Campus Changes
Sabin Hall, built in 1912, housed the Campus School
until the fall of 1953 when Price Lab School opened.
Sabin Hall was remodeled in 1955-56 and again in
1968 and now houses the Dean of the College of
Business and Behavorial Sciences and
departmental offices and classrooms for
economics, history, geography, political science
and sociology and anthropology. The building
was named for Henry Sabin, Iowa superintendent of public instruction and a close associate
of then I.S .T.C. President Homer Seerley.
Seerley Hall, built in 1908, was dubbed the Library
until 1964 when the current library was completed.
The building was then named Seerley Hall and
became the home of the School of Business and the
department of business education and office
administration. It was named for Homer H. Seerley,
president of then Iowa State Teachers College from
1886-1928. Seerley Hall also houses some other
departmental classrooms.
Photo courtesy of the UNI Archive,

The south side of The Commons as it connected the
dormitories. Students spent many afternoons and
evenings on the front porch of this building.
Many alumni will not recogn ize their old student day
stomping grounds on the front porch of the
Commons. The Commons student union was
remodeled in 1972 when an addition was built over
the front porch. It then became the new facility for
the Educational Media Center operation. It still has
student dining rooms, kitchen , the student lounge
and large ballroom as well as offices of the director
of dining service and adm inistrative dietician plus
several meeting rooms.

Remodeling of The Commons in 1972 covered the front
porch with a new facade for the Educational Media
Center.

Photo courtesy of the UNI Archives

George T. Baker Hall for Men is the building on the right and
Homer Seerley Hall is partially visible beneath trees on the left.

After the two buildings were connected with a main entrance
on the north side, the one building was called Baker Hall.

The old heating plant as it stood in the middle of the Iowo
State Teachers College campus in 1928. The top of the
Auditorium building is uisible to the far left. The other
buildings are (I. to r.) Central, the Old Administration

Building, Gilchrist Hall and Seer/ey Holl (the old library).
The Union Craft Shop-Anthropology Lab is hidden
behind the heating plant building.

The old heating plant for Iowa State Teachers
College still sits behind the Old Administration
Building and the area where Central and Gilchrist
Hall once were. The small brick building housed
part of the early physical plant until the mid-1930's.
Now, minus its smokestack, it is split in half and
used as a Union Craft Shop an_d Anthropology Lab.
The Arts & Industries building was created for those
two departments and used by them until the new
Industrial Technology Center was completed in
1976. The Art Department took over more space in
part of the building. The west end of the building was
remodeled for the Alumni Office and the Graduate
College Office.
Baker Hall was built in three units and has had as
many names. It started as Baker, a men's dormitory.
A second wing was added in 1938 and named after
Homer H. Seerley. In 1955 a connecting wing was
constructed between the two buildings and the total
three-part building was called Baker Hall. It was a
men's dorm until 1970 when it was first completely
used for instructional purposes. Baker Hall now
houses the department of English, earth science,
philosophy and religion, foreign languages and
psychology plus the Credit Union, Personnel
Service, Stenographic Pool and Academic
Computing Services.

The Arts & Industries building, southeast of Gilchrist
Hall (Administration) houses the offices for Alumni
Affairs and the Graduate Dean as well as office and
classroom space for the art department.

Campus Changes
(More changes in September Alumnus)
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'The value of collegeis it all ec0119mi cs?
"An education system based primarily on economic
motivation--in other words greed--leads us straight into the
trap we are already heading for as we use up irreplaceable
resources, contaminate our environment and aggravate
the disparities between the haves and the have-nots of the
world. Surely our educational institutions can and must
appeal to society on some other basis than the attraction of
this lemming-like future."*
by Susan M. Chilcott, Coordinator,
University Publications

Harold Howe 's articulated
concern responds to the current
nationwide criticism that a college
education has declined in value. The
primary focus of this criticism has
been based on economics: that the
rate of return on such an investment
no longer justifies the expense for
students and parents nor for the
institution's funding sources
whether they are public or private.
One of the most widely publicized
economic analyses is that of two
Harvard economists, Richard
Freeman and J. Herbert Holloman,
published in the September 1975
issue of Change magazine. The
article was based partially on their
assertion that the rate of return on
college fell from 11-12 per cent in
1969 to 7-8 per cent in 1974.
(Freeman and Holloman 's
computation means that while
college graduates made on the
average about 11-12 per cent more
annually than high school graduates
in the earlier year, they made only 7-8
per cent in the later year. The
computation allows for the
investment costs of college as well as
other assumptions.)
*Harold Howe, "The Volueof College: A Non-Economists View,"
Educational Record, Winter 1976.
• *The Value of o College Education, October 1976.
•••"Tomorrow's Jobs for College Graduates," Outlook for
College Graduates, 1974-75 Edition , U.S. Deportment of
Labor, Bureau of labor Statistics, Bulletin 1786.
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However the American Association of State Colleges and Universities (AASCU) points out that the
two economists compared "the
earnings in years of vigorous growth
in the sixties with the earnings in
years of recession, and then
predicted that the indefinite future
will be more like the recent
recession."**
The AASCU also correctly notes
that "There is ... no scientific basis for
making such a prediction, nor have
economists nor other social
scientists generally shown
themselves very good prophets in
recent years. Nor is there any way to
predict the possible political or policy
changes which could return this
country to a much higher economic
growth rate, and also create many
new jobs for graduates ...."
Howe, who specifically takes issue
with Freeman and Holloman, points
out that even using their rate of
return analysis, eight per cent is a
much larger return than one would
receive from life insurance, savings
banks or stock market speculation.
He says, unabashedly, that his
employer, the Ford Foundation,
would be far better off today if it had
been "smart enough to get an eight
per cent return on its investment
from 1969-1974!"
Looking at statistics supporting a positive viewpoint, one
finds that there are economic
benefits from a college education.
But perhaps they are more subtle
and go beyond five-figure starting salaries for every holder of a
bachelor's degree.
The U.S. Department of Labor
statistics show that even during a
sluggish economy college graduates
have the lowest unemployment rate
of any group in the population.***
The Department also reports that
nearly one quarter of all job openings
between 1972-1985 are expected to
require persons with four or more
years of college, and college
graduates will be needed for almost
one-third of all white collar job
openings.
Another encouraging statistic
comes from the new U.S. Census
study on family income. That study
finds that families in which the head
has had at least four years of college

not only have the highest median
income ($21,961), but also the
largest apparent 1975 dollars, 2.1
percent. The median income for
families where the head had three
years of college was $16,579 and
where studies were completed at
high school, $14,729.
Any enumeration of economic
benefits must include the following
advantages cited by a major study
published by the Carnegie
Commission on Higher Education.
College graduates experience a
more continuous, less erratic job
history; more frequent promotions
and less likelihood of dead-end jobs;
opportunities for alternative
employment are better and college
graduates have more control over
their economic futures.
Larry Routh, director of Career
Planning and Placement at UNI
agrees. "When we are talking about
education we are basically talking
about abilities," says Routh. "It's true

that some types of classroom
learning, some of the knowledge
students gain in college becomes
outdated."
But, that is not the critical
point of a student's college
education. Routh emphatically
stresses that "the abilities
students learn or the attitudes
they develop while in college
transcend changing employment
patterns. Persons trained in one
particular vocational area are
stuck if their expertise in that
field becomes outdated.
"If you're on an assembly line and
your job becomes obsolete, then
what do you do?" he asks.
"However, I must be honest.
Business, industry and government
are taking on a greater role in
training their people who must
change jobs within the company.
There appears to be a greater
commitment to helping employees
and I hope that continues.

Jr - - - - ------"'f

~iploma

r

Illustrations by Terry O"Leary, a senior at UNI in
the graphic design sequence in the Art
Department. O'Leary is a student in the advanced
design class taught by assistant professor Mark
Wethli. He has designed several billboards and
also done some cover illustrations. O'Leary is
from Sioux City.
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Don't let them
get awayGo after those high sc hool
students who are deciding
now wh ere they'll spend their
next four years . They cou Id
become UNI students.
As alumni, parents or friend s,
it's part of your role with the
University to encourage young
people to attend UNI. Your
active suppo rt is essen tial.
Send us the nam es of any top
co llege-bound senior or junior
stud ents who mi ght want more
information about UNI. Return
the coupon to Alumn i Offi ce,
University of Northern Iowa,
Cedar Falls, IA 50613.

without seeing
URI.
Student's name

Address

City

State

Zip

High School

Academic Interest

Your name (optional) and class year
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"But I'd rather not have to depend
on an employer. I'd rather have my
own skills and abilities that could
move with me if necessary and would
make me attractive to a new
employer," says Routh.
What is it that transcends
changing employment patterns? In
discussions with UNI staff from
placement, admissions, counseling
and advising the answers are
unanimous. Employers talk about
the basic skills of communication,
the ability to solve problems and
analyze issues, a receptiveness to
opposing viewpoints and an
understanding of the environment
from which people come.
Joel Topp, an account executive
with the Waterloo office of Snelling
and Snelling Employment Service,
corroborates much of what has been
said. Topp says people with a
bachelor's can be a step ahead in the
job hunt and that employers do
indeed look for individuals who have
what generally is referred to as a
"well-rounded" background.
Topp works in placements for
sales and administrative positions
and points out that for "management
trainee positions, a high school
education is often enough. But the
more education a person has, the
better he or she looks to the
employer.
"And, if you're looking at a sales
trainee position with a national
company, they want degreed people.
Firms that are local or regional in
scope often don't ask for the degree.
"However, for placement in
technical areas such as computer
programing, industrial engineering
or the chemical industry, a degree is
a must."
Topp, a 1974 UNI graduate
with a degree in sociology, also
has a word of advice for the
liberal arts graduates. "They can
help themselves immeasurably if
they will add one or two business
courses such as accounting or
marketing to their program of
studies."
Routh urges the same course of
action suggesting that smart
students will build flexibility into their
programs. And he adds, "if they want
a job in education, government or

certain business and professions, a
college education is a basic
requirement--either that or many
years of relevant experience."
While the pro and con discussions
concerning the econom~enefits of
a college education could go on ad
infinitum, such concentration
overlooks the important role higher
education plays in the development
of what Harold Howe refers to as the
personal and civic realms.
Says Howe, "I claim ...that the
investment of both personal and
public funds is as justified for the
development of personal and civic
attributes as it is for economic.
"Indeed, I'd be prepared to
argue that what people learn in
college for personal and civic
uses is considerably more
important than what they learn
to create earnings. It just isn't
measured the same way ....
[because]... we cannot isolate and
assign dollar values to the
influence of college on the
personal and civic realms."
Do better educated people make
better citizens? The answer is yes
according to studies conducted by
political and social scientists. Such
studies reveal that college educated
citizens take a more active part in
government and politics , and
participate more frequently and
thoroughly in voluntary and
community organizations than
citizens with less education. In
addition, they are less likely to be
influenced by prejudices and
stereotypes and more likely to
attempt rational and non-violent
solutions to problems.
No one is suggesting that college is
for everyone. And the UNI
admissions staff is quick to point out
that while they try to assist
prospective students in planning for
their future, they do not recommend
college if they believe it will be
detrimental to a particular student.
But college is an avenue which
enables many people to reach their
highest potential both professionally
and personally. To judge the value of
higher education in dollars and cents
is short-sighted and dangerous. To
let economics alone control the
future of higher education would be
disasterous.

Foundation governors, directors elected
The University of Northern Iowa
Foundation Board of Governors
elected nine new members to its
organization at the annual meeting of
that board and the Board of
Directors held recently on the UNI
campus.
The 22 members present elected
Philip Berg, president of Midway
Bank & Trust in Cedar Falls;
Bernard Ceilley, a UNI alumnus
associated with State Farm
Insurance in Cedar Falls; Dr. Al and
Mrs. Bonnie Cornish of Sigourney
who are presidents of the UNI
Parents' Association (UNIPA); Dale
DeKoster, president of the Waterloo
Savings Bank; E. Scott Fetner,
president of the National Bank of
Waterloo; Mrs. Kay Hoobler, a

friend of the University from Shaker
Heights, Ohio; Dr. James
McCutcheon, Cedar Falls dentist
and member of the UNI-Dome
Policy Board; Calvin Peterson,
general manager of John Deere
Tractor Works in Waterloo; and
R. K. Sverdahl, president of the
Peoples Bank & Trust Co. in
Waterloo.
The board also re-elected four
members to the UNI Foundation
Board of Directors for three-year
terms. Those members include:
James Bailey, UNI treasurer; Dr.
Edward Voldseth, UNI vice
president for University relations
and development; Mrs. Colleen
Shearer, acting director for Job
Service of Iowa in Des Moines; and

LeRoy Redfern, Cedar Falls
attorney.
The Board of Governors also
voted to allow the presidents of
UNIPA one vote on the Board of
Directors during their term of office.
Therefore, until the end of their term
this fall, current UNIPA presidents
Al and Bonnie Cornish will be on the
Board of Directors. Cornish is an
optometrist in Sigourney and Mrs.
Cornish teaches elementary school.
Current officers re-elected for the
Board of Directors include: T.
Wayne Davis, president of Controlo-fax Corporation in Cedar Falls,
president; Redfern, vice president;
Lee Miller, UNI Director of Alumni
Affairs, secretary; and James Bailey,
treasurer.

UNI Summer Repertory Theatre 1977
"The Imaginary Invalid"
-A Moliere comedy
June 22-25, June 29-July 2

"The Taming of the Shrew"
-A Shakespearian farce
July 6-9 and 13-16

"The Fantasticks"
-A musical love story
July 20-23 and 27-30

For ticket information call
273-2230.
The musical for summer rep 76 was "Oklahoma".
Peter Johnson, one of the cowboys, celebrates
as Ado Annie Carnes (Tappy Korthals) looks on
admiringly.

Georges Feydeau's French farce,
"13 Rue de L'Amour" was presented
during UNl's summer rep theatre
'76. Jeannie Hickerson played the
concierge, Madame Spritzer.

All performances in the UNI Maucker Union.
Buffet and cabaret performances available.
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UNI graduate student Mike Parks helps Pam Wagner,
Goodwill client, form her mouth to articulate the sound "r".
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Tauis Addison and Sonya White practice putting on right and left parts of the felt Santa
Claus. Therapist Mary Ward explains to the children the difference between right and
left.
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The clinic goes to the community
"Tavis, have you got toes inside
your boots like this Santa Claus?''
the clinician asked as she pointed to
a felt Santa on a board.
"No," Tavis replied with a frown.
"You don't?'' the clinician queried.
"Where are your toes?''
"At home," Tavis instantly
insisted.
The clinician who led the child into
saying more than one word is one of
several UNI speech pathology
graduate students who visit a
community center weekly to provide
diagnosis and therapy for children
and adults with speech disorders.
This program, administered by the
Department of Speech Pathology
and Audiology, gives some centers
their only source of speech diagnosis
and therapy. It also prepares UNI
students with practical and close to
real-life experiences.
Dr. Roy Eblen, head of the
department, explained that graduate
students serve four off-campus
centers plus Schoitz Hospital. He
and the supervising instructors
believe in sending students offcampus so they work with other
professionals and interact in a team
approach to diagnosis and therapy.
The graduate student practicum is
the finale to the department's
carefully monitored series of
experiences. Students start as
sophomores and observe other
clinicians in the on-campus speech
and hearing clinic. Because of their
experiential training, Eblen certifies
that the 25 or so M.A. speech
pathology graduates each year are
"highly qualified because they
learned to be clinicians by doing
clinical work."
In the community program,
speech pathology students this year
served Goodwill Rehabilitation
Center, Headstart, Lily Furgerson
Child Development Center, Newel
Post Adult Day Care Center and
Schoitz Hospital.

Goodwill has been receiving UNl's
speech pathology services for five
years. That center is a rehabilitation
unit for older adolescent and adult
handicapped whose work skills are
evaluated. UNI clinicians screen
everyone who goes through the
center and provide speech and
hearing services when needed.
Goodwill clients usually have
articulation or hearing problems.
Dr. Ralph Schwartz, associate
professor of speech pathology and
audiology, supervises the graduate
students who work at Goodwill two
days a week. He said the students
get to see a different group of
individuals and a different set of
circumstances away from the UNI
clinic.
"They also see how an
organization like Goodwill
functions," he elaborated, "and they
learn more than one way to use their
own speech pathology skills."
One student clinician pointed out
that by being at Goodwill she sees
where her clients work, talks with
their supervisors, and, most
importantly, sees the kinds of
communicating they do. For speech
pathology work, this latter point is
essential. Eblen explains that the
program aims "to get the client to
useful communication that's socially
helpful or acceptable. It will vary
according to age and disorder. We're
not aiming necessarily for 'normal'
behavior."
Mike Parks from Nashua, trained
at Goodwill last fall. "I expected the
cases to be worse than they were,"
he acknowledged. "I shared ideas
with other professionals about the
clients and got ideas in return." The
only drawback he saw was the
working area. Because he and
another clinician had therapy
sessions in the same room, they
distracted each other's clients.

Speech pathology students have
also worked at Headstart centers for
several years and, in the past, have
been the only source for speech and
hearing problems. However, this
year two Area Education Agency 7
people supervised the UNI clinicians.
Dr. Clifford Highnam, assistant
professor of speech pathology, also
supervises the students who go to
the centers two days a week.
The children at Headstart centers
are all four years old. UNI students
screen them all for speech, language
and hearing problems . Some
referrals are made for medical
attention or psychological problems.
Highnam also supervises students
who work with children ages 2-4 at
the Lily Furgerson Ch ild
Development Center. There, each
clinician has a separate room and
works with two or three children at a
time. Clinicians look for problems
with hearing, language, articulation,
voice and rhythm (stuttering).
Clinicians at Lily Furgerson
"observe how children use language,
how they interact and how they
develop in their general social,
physical and emotional behavior,"
Highnam explained. "Sometimes in
therapy we bring in kids without
problems to act as models for others,
or we may send children back to
their classrooms and observe them
to see if the therapy has helped."
At Lily Furgerson clinicians spend
half an hour with each group of
children. In the fall semester three
clinicians saw 20 out of the 80
children. "The range of cases at Lily
Furgerson is better than at
Headstart," Highnam noted, "but, at
Headstart UNI students see how a
federally operated program works."
At Lily Furgerson, UNI students
also interact with the classroom
teachers. Clinicians may suggest
ways for the teachers to work with
specific children or ways to stimulate
a whole class in language. Clinicians
get feedback from the teachers, who
Highnam casts as "rich in their
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experiential training." He
encourages students to make tactful
suggestions and be open to what the
classroom teachers say.
UNI students see a different
clientele at the Newel Post, an adult
day care center which is one year old
and received UNI services for the
first time this year. Dr. Jasper
Phelps, assistant professor of speech
pathology, supervises UNI students
who work with older or handicapped
people. Phelps said that some of the
clients are not old but have physical
disabilities.
Eblen explained that the Newel
Post provides a program primarily
for aged and handicapped people
and also offers some relief for the
families. The clients are people with
cerebral palsy, hearing losses or
voice disorders. Many also have
some degree of aphasia, an inability
to use words usually following a
stroke with brain damage.
At the Newel Post, Phelps says
there is a wide variety of disorders
for the students to see. Student
clinicians work with clients three
times a week for half an hour each
session. Clinicians go to the Newel
Post where the clients enjoy
themselves in a nonthreatening ·
environment.
Ellen Haynes of Alliance,
Nebraska, worked with five clients in

Blair Reed (left) works with Don Buss in aphasia therapy at the Newel Post. Buss
uerbally describes a picture of the action "to sleep".

the fall semester. Her clients were
people from age 20 to 80. Several of
them had had strokes which caused
physical effects and two had voice
problems.
"The people like to come to the
Newel Post and they're having
therapy because they want to," Ellen
observes. She feels most of the
clients benefit from therapy.
Phelps thinks the Newel Post
clients are a definite challenge to the
speech pathology students. "Clients'

Word cards help Kimberly Biddle (left) and Jacquet McGinnis build their uocabulary
with aid from speech pathology graduate student Donna McManus.
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prognoses there are not necessarily
as good as cases from hospitals so
students have to work harder to
understand the problems," he
suggested.
UNI's speech pathology
department began this program by
providing diagnostic services for
stroke patients at local hospitals.
Occassionally students did therapy,
but usually patients were referred to
the UNI campus clinic. Now, within
the past year, two Waterloo
hospitals have added a fulltime
speech pathology-audiology person
to their staffs. Eblen thinks this is
partly a result of the UNI services
and extended care in the hospitals .
Current hospital involvement is
limited to Schwartz and a few
students who do evaluations,
consultations and some therapy.
Schwartz says the hospital setting
shows students how speech
pathology fits in with the other
therapies that hospitals provide.
Through the speech pathology
community program Eblen stresses
that the students' responsibility is
awesome " because they're
tampering with lives since personal
behavior in language is so much a
part of each individual." He therefore
cautions students - "when you tell a
person he has a speech problem,
you'd better be ready to give him
something in place of it."

Courses available at 25 Iowa colleges, universities

Elderhostel offers variety •1n life after 60
If you are over 60 and would like to bring some new
horizons into your life, you may want to sample a tuition
free academic smorgasbord to be offered at 25 Iowa
colleges and universities this summer. Titled Iowa
ELDERHOSTEL '77, the program will offer one week of
college level courses on a wide variety of subjects
staggered throughout the summer. Registration will be
limited to approximately 30 students at each college.
The University of Northern Iowa will offer courses on
"The Middle East: Continuing Crisis"; "Geographical
Background of the Bible"; "A Look at the Universe"; and
"Spanish for Travelers" during the week beginning
Sunday evening June 12.
The only expense for registration will be $65 for room
and board. People taking courses at UNI will stay in the
Towe rs dormitories which have elevators. Tuition
expenses have been covered by a grant from Title I of the
Higher Education Act, Iowa Program IMPACT, to Iowa
ELDERHOSTEL '77. There is a possibility that limited
scholarship funds may become available.
Registration for courses at all 25 institutions will be
coordinated by the Division of Continuing Education at
The University of Iowa. A $10 non-refundable deposit to
apply on the $65 room and board charge should be sent
with completed registration.
Additional information and registration materials are
available from Peggy Houston, ELDERHOSTEL, C108
East Hall, The University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, 52242;
(319) 353-3714. Information on UNl's offerings is
available from the office of Extension and Continuing
Education, (319) 273-2121.
Academic offerings of ELDERHOSTEL would
probably be considered dreams come true by today's
college student - no tests, no grades, no term papers.
Just the fun of looking at new horizons and finding new
challenges.
You don't need to be a college graduate or even have a
high school diploma to register for these classes, so UNI
alumni are urged to tell friends , neighbors and family
about the program. Just life experience will meet all the
.requirements for registering.
"The Middle East: Continuing Crisis" course will
focus on the Arab-Israeli conflict by examining its origins
and evolutions. Other topics will include Middle Eastern
oil and geopolitics.
Students in "Geographical Background of the Bible"
will have the experiences of Dr. Jonathan Lu of UNI's
geography department who recently returned from
scholarly activities in Israel and Jordan.
"A Look at the Universe" is an introduction to the
universe through visual aids and a visit to an
observatory. "Spanish for Travelers" will provide basic
1.:1nderstanding and fluency in conversational Spanish

with emphasis on patterns and vocabulary related to
traveling situations.
You may be able to register for courses during more
than one week at more than one college depending upon
the total number interested in registering for the summer
program.
If you live in or near the college you wish to attend, you
will not be required to live in the dorm if you prefer not to
do so.
Many recreational and social activities will compliment
the academic program on each campus.
As one woman already looking to the summer classes
said, "Now I'll have more in common with my grandson
when he comes home from college."
An ELDERHOSTEL program opened during the
summer of 1975 in New England and experienced a
mushrooming enrollment last summer. The Iowa
program will be the first of its type in the Midwest.
You will be eligible to register for classes at any of the
participating institutions. Check the dates and places
and coordinate with your summer activities.
The week beginning on Sunday:
May 29

Iowa Central Community College, Fort Dodge

June 5

Graceland College, Lamoni
Southwestern Community College, Creston
William Penn College, Oskaloosa

June 12

Ellsworth Community College, Iowa Falls
Mount Mercy College, Cedar Rapids
Northwestern College, Orange City
University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls
Central College, Pella

June 19

Buena Vista College, Storm Lake
North Iowa Area Community College, Mason C ity
Simpson College, Indianola
Westmar College, LeMars

June 26

The Un iversity of Iowa, Iowa City

July 3

None

July 10

Briar Cl iff College, Sioux City
Clarke College, Dubuque, joint program with
Loras College, Dubuque
Iowa State Un iversity, Ames

July 17

Clarke College, Dubuque, joint program with
Loras College, Dubuque
Luther College, Decorah

July 24

Drake University, Des Moines
Upper Iowa University, Fayette
Waldorf College, Forest City

July 31

Morn ingside College, Sioux City

August 7

Wartburg College, Waverly

August 14

None

August 21

None

August 28

Iowa Wesleyan College, Mt. Pleasant
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We hear
from alumni • •
'13
Dr. CLARA CHASSELL COOPER, M.Di. '13, recently
had a second edition of \\Recorded Insights: Poems of
Yesterday for Tomorrow" published . The book includes
21 new poems as well as all the poems included in the
first edition. The second edition is published by the Berea
College Press, Berea, KY, and can be purchased al the
Berea College Bookstore or from Dr. Chassell who lives
at 318 Jackson, Berea, KY.
Dr. Cooper is professor·emeritus of psychology of
Berea College and is in her eighties. Since her retirement

in 1961 , she has taught students in West Virginia,
Chinese students in Taiwan, and mainly block students in
Alabama . In addition to her volume of verse, she hos
published two books of significant psychological and
social import, has compiled the Biblical text for "Children
of God: An Oratorio on the Brotherhood of Mon",
joinrly sponsored by Berea College and the National
Council of Churches. Dr. Cooper was recenrly honored at
the awards dinner at the annual Kentucky State Poetry
Society and was a first prize winner in the 1974 Kentucky
State Poetry Contest.

'14
G. FAYE THOMAS FREDERICH, ' 14, Home Economics,
taught eight years in Iowa before moving to California

in 1922. After completing her 8.5. and M.5. at the Univ.
of Southern California, she taught one year in long
Beach and 42 years in Los Angeles as a teacher,
supervisor. Since 1936 she hos also been in real estate,
becoming a realtor in 1962. Mrs. Frederich made ''Who's
Who of American Women", #9, 1975 and \\World's
Who's Who of Women" 1976, #3, published in
Cambridge, England . Mrs. Frederich lives at 2103
Glendon Ave ., Los Angeles. CA.

'24
TOM ALLEN SPURGIN, B.A. '24, was a visitor at the
Alumni Office on Dec. 17. After graduation from UNI, he
.t aught at Galesburg, IL, Cedar Rapids, Maxwell and
Beaconsfield, IA. After 15 years of teaching he became
owner and operator of a theater in Stanberry, MO. He
hos retired after 30 years with the theater and now
manages a farm near Stanberry. Write to him at Box
176, Stanberry, MO.

'25
MILDRED BREBNER GUTHRIE, B.A. '25, has recently
retired . After graduation from UNI she lived in
California for several years and then came to West
liberty where she taught for a time and served as city
librarian for 12 years.

'30
LORNA M. STEWART, 2 year commercial education
'30, has recently returned to the United States ofter
teaching English for several years in Paris. This post
summer she visited many areas of the country trying to
collect genealogical information. Her permanent
moiling address is: Miss Lorna M. Stewart, c/o Dwane
Stewart, 9 Carol Drive, Succasunna, NJ.

'32
MARGARET A. KENNEDY, B.A. '32, of 7283 Blockton
Drive, Lo Mesa, CA, retired from teaching in La Mesa in
1970 after 22 years there and 11 ½ years teaching al
Janesville, Clarinda, Cherokee and Des Moines in Iowa.
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•
Mr. and Mrs. RUSSELL M. HACKLER, B.A. '32,
(MARGARET WACHTEL, 2 yr. '32, B.A. '36) have both
retired and moved to 5379-C Avenida Sosiega, Laguna
Hills, CA. Hackler, M.A. from SUI and Ed D. from USC,
retired as vice-president of San Bernardino Valley
College. Mrs. Hackler received her M.A. from USC and
retired as elementary principal in Rialto. They ore
moving to Leisure World and with more time hope to see
more of the grads from UNI in the California area. They
wont to keep in contact with the alumni group in
Southern California.

'34
DR. ROBERT H. WICK, B.A. '34, past president of St.
Cloud State University, St. Cloud, MN, is now serving as
vice-president, University Relations, St. Cloud State
University. He and his wife, Alice, live at 1720 North 6th
Ave., St. Cloud, MN.

'34
DR. EDWIN J. COEN, Jr., B.A. '34, began his
educational career in Shelby Tenant School 43 years
ago. From 1937 to 1944 he taught English and was
principal al Creston Jr. High and also earned his M.A. in
educational odmistration at the University of Iowa . In
1945 he accepted a position as high school principal at
Denison. Dr. Coen then served as Crowford County
superintendent from 1951 to 1965, a period of time
when the many school districts of the county were
merged into six reorganized districts. When Midwestern
College opened in 1965, Dr. Coen became its director of
public and student affairs, later becoming president, a
position he held until the college closed in 1970. Dr. Coen
spent 1970-72 al Parsons College, Fa irfield, where he
was involved in public relations and later became
professor of education. In 1972, he returned to Denison
as elementary principal and in 1972 was appointed
superintendent. Dr. Coen will be retiring June 30th. He
and his wife, Ina Von, ore presently living at 18
Morningside Drive, Denison .

'37
LOIS V. HAMER, B.A. ' 37, of 3755 Glenfeliz, Los
Angeles, CA, is project manager of Valley College's
senior adult program in the Los Angeles area. The Edna
McConnell Clark Foundation funded the program's job
placement section which has put over 200 people 60
years and older in gainful work. Miss Homer intends to
continue the program under the college' s community
services program .

'48
LAVERNE BRUNS, B.A. '48, M.A. '60, was honored in
the December issue of Iowa High School Athletic News as
the winningest active basketball coach in the state. He
hos enjoyed 452 victories in 28 years, an average of over
16 each season. Bruns is boys basketball coach at Prairie
of Cedar Rapids and lives at 5018 E Ave . NW, Cedar
Rapids.

'49
EMMETT MITCHEL STEELE, B.A. '49, has been
appointed dean of Chicago Conservatory College,
Chicago, IL He will continue to serve as vice-chairman of
the Boord of Trustees and remain as conductor. He is also
owner of the art firm, EMS International Art Associates,
ltd ., specialists in fine graphics. Steele lives at 1439
Brassie Ave., Flossmoor, IL

'50
LOIS LOCKHART SHOVER, B.A. '50, retired from her
position as principal of Carpenter School, Monticello, in
January ofter 32 years in the Monticello school d istrict.
She began her teaching career in 1934 at Wyoming . In
1943 she was high school math teacher at Buck Creek for
two years before becoming girls' physical education
teacher at Monticello. Between 1945 and 1960, she
served as kindergarten, first and second grade teacher.
She directed the reading program in 1960 and in 1961
become principal. Mrs. Shover hos been very active in
professional organizations as well as in community and
church activities. Her present address is R.F.D. 2,
Monticello.
L. JEANNETTE WOODCOCK WINEGARDEN, B.A. '50,
has been elected to the Cedar Falls City Council
representing the second word. Mrs. Winegarden will
be the first woman on the council since 1948. Mrs.
Winegarden and her husband, JAMES FRANK
WINEGARDEN, B.A. '50, M.A. '58, reside at 2704
Walnut, Cedar Falls.

'53
Dr. RONALD W .
ROSKENS, B.A. '53, M.A.
'55, chancellor of the
University of Nebraska at
Omaha,
was named
interim president of the
University of Nebraska.
He fills the position
vacated by D. 8. Varner
in January, 1977. A
native of Iowa, Roskens
taught high school in Iowa
before becoming a
Ronald Roskens
counselor at the State
University of Iowa in 1956. He joined Kent State University in 1959 as dean of men, and subsequently wosdeon
for administration, vice president for university relations
and development, and vice president for administration . He become chancellor of the University of
Nebraska-Omaha in 1972. He was awarded an Alumni
Achievement Award from UNI in 1974.

'55
RAYMOND ELLIS GEORGE, B.A. '55, M.A. '62,
professor of art at Illinois State University, recently
exhibited drawings at the Notional Invitational Drawing
Exhibition at Emporia, KS, al Lincoln College, Lincoln,
NE, and in the administration building at Illinois State
University. Mr. and Mrs. George (ELAINE KIGER
GEORGE, '56) live al 1907 Garling Drive, Bloomington,
IL.

'57
ROBERT THOMAS HIMES, B.A. '57, is now an
educational consultant with the Lakeland Area
Education Association of Northwest Iowa . Himes hos
been as teacher, administrator, and consultant for Traer
Schools, Los Alamos of New Mexico Schools, Joint County
Special Education Services of Decorah and Indianola
Schools before beginning his work al Lakeland.

'58
VERNON ARTHUR EWELL, B.A. '58, has been
appointed executive diredor of Camp Courage, a comp
for mentally and physically handicapped persons al

Monticello. Ewell hos been a teache r at River Hills School
in Cedar Falls, on AEA-7 facility serving moderately and
severely retarded children and adults. Prior to that he
taught and coached in the Waterloo school district for six
years. He also served in the Iowa legislature as state

representative from Block Howk county from 1968-72.
Mr. and Mrs. Ewell (SHARON HEAD EWELL, 2 yr. elem.
'58) and their sons will move to Monticello in June.

'59
DELOY KELVIN DAVIDSEN, B.A. '59, M.A. ' 62, is
presently choral director at Marshalltown Community

College, Marshalltown . He also directs the Ma rshalltown
Men's Chorus and the Davidsen Chorale. Mr. and Mrs.
Davidsen (YVONNE CAREY DAVIDSEN, '56) live at 2108
S 5th St., Marshalltown.
Dr. ROGER LEE BURKHART, B.A. '59, received the
Ph. D. degree from the Dept. of Rad iation Biophysics of
the University of Kansas on Oct. 11 , 1976. He and his
wife, (NANCY WALLACE BURKHART, B.A. '60) and
children, Bryce and Sharon, curently reside at 530 West
Deer Pork Rood, Gaithersburg, MD. Dr. Burkhart is

employed a s a public health analyst by the Food and

Institute. Farrier taught and coached at Anamosa High

Drug Administration's Bureau of Radiological Health.

School for five years. He hos been with the Deportment

Dr. RALPH l . BLANKENSHIP, B.A. '59, choir of the
Dept. of Sociology and Anthropology al the University of

of Social Services since 1965. Mr. and Mrs. Farrier live at

Wisconsin-Platteville, has just published 11 Colleogues in
Organization : The Social Construction of Professional

Work". Dr. Blankenship's study applies anthropological
field techn iques to collegia l and professional
associations. He is a member of the American
Sociological Association and the American Society of

Criminology and a post fellow of the Notional Institute of
Mental Health and the Notional Science Foundation . He
lives at 1215 West Un ion, Platteville, WI.

'60

1200 E. Washington, Mt. Pleasant.
CHARLES A. RICHARDSON, B.A. '60, hos been named
d irector of advanced underwriting of the Notional
Travelers life Company in Des Moines. Richardson
taught for six years in central Iowa before entering the
life insurance business as a field underwriter with New
York life. After several promotions and on intensive
training session he moved to Grand Rapids, Ml, in 1973.

In 1974 he returned lo Iowa . He and his wife, (BARBARA
Hill, B.A. '60, 2 yr. 1957), live at 3938 E. 23rd Street,
Apt. 1, Des Moines.

HAROLD ANDY FARRIER, B.A. '60, hos been named
superintendent of the Mt. Pleasant Mental Health

district agent of Northwestern Mutual life Insurance on

JAMES D. GORHAM, B.A. '60, started his new job as

Institute. He hos been superintendent of the Iowa

Jon . 1, 1977. Gorham hos earned a number of company

Security Medical Facility al Oakdale as well as acting

honors during his career, and is a member of the life

supe ri ntendent at Mt. Pleasant. He will continue to serve
as project director of the new medium security

insurance industry's Million Dollar Round Tobie. Gorham
and his wife, Koren , and their chldren Pam, Pot and

correctional unit in Building 20 of the Mental Health

Dove live at 232 E. Main Street, Washington, IA.

First Panamanian exchange student visits UNI
When Carmen Berguido attended
Iowa State Teachers College
(I.S.T.C. - now UNI) from 1946-48,
she was the only exchange student
on the entire campus as part of an
experiment to see if Panamanian
students would teach America about
Panama and vice versa. The
experiment worked and between
1943-55 about 200 Panamanian
students attended Iowa colleges and
universities.
Ms. Berguido recently returned to
the UNI campus to see old friends,
revel at new buildings and carry on
the exchange work started when she
attended I.S.T.C. She talked with
people in Iowa cities who seemed to
want Panamanian students to attend
Iowa schools and to send American
students to Panama for academic
research work.
During her stay in Cedar Falls, Ms.
Berguido also attended graduation
ceremonies in the UNI-Dome and
dined with old friends. "This was a
good way to celebrate the UNI
centennial," Ms. Berguido said of her
trip. "I was amazed to see so many
buildings like the library, Industrial
Technology Center and the UNIDome."
. She recalled her days at UNI when
she knew little English but, "learned

to think in English in a few months.
All the students were very nice to
me. We used to go to Berg's for
coffee or to church at the Newman
Center," she recollected. There
were also study nights in the dorms
accompanied by popcorn, fudge and
card playing. The roommates she
remembers fondly were: Ramona
Heffner Carthey, B.A. '47; Cay Wells
Lake, B.A. '48; Marie Voelker
Hendrickson, B.A. '47; Charlotte
Rashid Nasr, B.A. '48; and Kay
Hughes Short, B.A. '47.
Ms. Berguido graduated in 1948
with an English major. She had
taught elementary school in Panama
before receiving a scholarship to
study at UNI. After her return, she
taught English for a year at Richard
Newman High School in Panama
City.
Most of her teaching was done at
Licea de Senoritas, a private girls'
school in Panama City where she
taught English for 21 years .
According to Panama's laws, Ms.
Berguido retired recently after giving
28 years of service to the
government.
But she keeps busy. She received
a diploma as a translator of English
and Spanish in 1972 and teaches
English to Panamanian adults at a

Carmen Berguido

YMCA night class on the Canal
Zone. She is also involved in the
Association of University Women
and served as president of the
Panamanian association in 1968.
While in Iowa, she attended the
American Association of University
Women convention in Dubuque .
Ms. Berguido's address is Aptdo.
11296, Betania, 6, Panama, Republic
of Panama.
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HAROLD ECKES, B.A. '60, has resigned as an assistant
professor at the University of Wisconsin, where he has
served since 1965. Eckes has been appointed a director
of Learning Resources with the City Colleges of Los
Angeles, CA. Eckes holds graduate degrees from the
University of Denver and Arizona State University. His

new address is Oakwood 54-116, 3333 West Second St.,
Los Angeles, CA.
Or. BEAUMONT R. HAGE BAK, B.A. '60, M.A. '62, 3078
Balearic Drive, Marietta, GA, hos accepted a position as
senior associate for human resources with The Research

Group, Inc. on Atlanta-based consulting firm . He will be
directing the activities of research and planning teams in
various locations throughout the United States. Formerly
a district coordinator with the Georgia Dept. of Human

Resources, Or. Hogebak has served previously as a
Mental Health Center Director in Georgia, a dean of

students at Northland College in Wisconsin, as director
of Psychological Services at Mankato State University in
Minnesota, and as a high school counselor in Reinbeck.

'61
L. WILLIAM " Bill" MURRAY, B.A. '61 , has been
appointed director of the Governor's Office of
Manpower and Human Development of Illinois. He has
been an associate professor of administration at
Sangamon State University. In his position with
Manpower, he will work to upgrade the skills of
economically disadvantaged Illinoisans and to combat
unemployment. Dr. Murray has a diverse business
background, including work as a finance and marketing
consultant, a general partner in B & M Construction Co.,

and sales or managerial work with three insurance firms.
He also taught at Worcester State College in
Massachusetts, Clark University in Massachusetts,
College of Lake County in Grayslake, IL, and Charles
City Community High School. Dr. Murray, his wife
(BEVERLY SHAW MURRAY, B.A. '61) and their three
daughters reside at R.F.0 3, Crows Mill lane,
Springfield, IL.
CHARLES ALVA PATTEN, B.A. '61 , wrestling coach for
the University of Northern Iowa, has been appointed
head of the NCAA Wrestling Rules Committee, effective
Sept. 1st. Patten has compiled a dual record of 149-62-7
in 12 seasons as the UNI head coach. His squads have
also won seven North Central Conference
championships, one national title and nine of his
wrestlers have earned a total of 13 individual national
championships. 29 UNI wrestlers have earned AllAmerican Honors under Patten in the past 12 seasons.
Before coming back to UNI, Patten was assistant
wrestling coach and high school wrestling coach at
Exeter, CA, and Reedsport, OR. The Pattens live at 917
E. Seerley Boulevard, Cedar Falls.

'61 & '62
Dr. JERRY J. NELSEN, B.A. '61, was promoted to the
health physicist position with the Energy Research and
Development Administration. He and his wife,
(KATHRYN CLAUSSEN, B.A. '62), along with their two
sons, Mark and Matthew, live al 200 Indian Boundary,
Plainfield, IL. Dr. Nelsen is in environmental
management at Argonne National Laboratory.

Alumna awarded for student personnel work
Dr. Melvene Draheim Hardee,
'31, was recognized
professionally when she received the
annual award of the National
Association of Student Personnel
Administrators at a conference in ·
March, 1976.
Dr. Hardee, professor of higher
education at Florida State
University, was cited for her
contributions, termed "outstanding", in higher education. Using her
talents, she's been a major adviser
and director of doctoral
dissertations for more than 70
students at Florida State who
completed doctoral programs
between 1962 and 1975. Among her
former students are two college
presidents, four vice presidents and
many others holding administrative
positions in colleges and universities.
Most recently she's proposed
Administrative Training for Women
on a doctoral level. The project
would be coordinated with various
other disciplines including adult
education, business, law, home
economics, social work, communications, nursing and selected Arts
and Sciences disciplines.
Dr. Hardee's other major work in
the past few years was the
B . A.
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formalization of the master's level
student personnel studies with seven
program emphases. She has also
done much national consulting in
students affairs and student-faculty
relationships.
The UNI graduate taught at UNI
early in her career and later was
awarded the UNI Distinguished
Alumni Award in 1967. She appears
in "Who's Who of American
Women" and received a citation in
"American Men of Science".
On special professional
assignment of 1972, Dr. Hardee
represented the United States at a
14-member UNESCO (United
Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization) conference
on higher education held in the
Phillippines where she reviewed and
assisted in the editing of the official
publication.
Dr. Hardee's list of kudos and
active membership roles is extensive
and partially includes: executive
council, American Association for
Higher Education, 1965-68;
president, American College
Personnel Association, 1962-63; and
executive council, American
Personnel and Guidance Association, 1966-68.

'62
DAVID HARLAN APPLEBY, B.A. '62, has been
appointed manager, field sales of the Viking Pump
Division Houdaille Industries, Inc. He will be responsible
for the management of the Viking regional field sales
organization. Appleby joined the Viking sales
department in 1%9.and has held lie'l"d'n.les positions in
Indianapolis and Cincinnati. He and his wife (HELEN
BLISS APPLEBY, B.A. '61) and children live at 3505
Homeway Dr., Cedar Falls.

'63
Dr. DONALD ALLEN FLEMING, M.A. '63, Ed. S '65, is
presently acting dean of the Marshalltown Comm unity
College. Dr. Fleming previously served as assistant dean
in charge of student services and counselor at
Marshalltown Community College and as a counselor at
Beaman-Conrad Community Schools. Dr. and Mrs.
Fleming and their two children live at 312 N. 8th Street,
Marshalltown.

'64
Or. W. DAVID STRAIT, B.A. ' 64, of 1774 Bardstown'
Road , Louisville, KY, is currently employed as the
assistant to the graduate dean at the University of
Louisville, at Louisville, KY. Dr. Strait taught for several
years in Iowa and Venezuela and received his Ph.D. in
American Studies from the University of Hawa ii in 1975.

'65
DONALD EARL BLACK, B.A. '65, has been appointed
d irector of student teaching at Central Washington
State College. His address is R.F.D. 4, Box 130,
Ellensburg, WA.
Or. JAMES CHARLES BOWEN, B.A. '65, has been
selected National Association of Baseball Coaches
Division Ill coach of the year. His team at California State
College, Stanislaus, won the College World Series in.
Marietta, OH, in June, 1976. They had wins of 5-4 over
Ithaca, NY, 10-9 over Montclair, NJ, and 13-6 over
Ithaca for the National Championship. He has a lso been
presented a Resolution of Commendation by the California State Senate. Mr. and Mrs. Bowen live at 561
Ashland, Turlock, CA.

'66
DENNIS B. MULLEN,
B.A. '66, has been elected
chief executive officer of
Chart House, Inc., a large
restaurant group who
own and operate 340
eating places. He also
serves as president, chief
operating officer and as
a director of Chart House.
Mullen previously was
president of the Cork ' N
Cleaver steak restaurant
Dennis B. Mullen
chain. He has also worked
with an international sporting goods manufacturer and
with a major public accounting firm . Mr. and Mrs. Mullen
live al 666 Jefferson, Lafayette, LA.

PATRICIA ANN HUXSOL, B.A. '66, 3216 ldlewood St.,
Sioux City, has been appointed district admin istrator for
the Iowa Department of Social Services. In her new
position, she will d irect state social services programs in
the five-county area which comprises District 4. The
counties included are Cherokee, Ida, Plymouth, Monona
and Woodbury. She has been a social worker for the
Iowa Department of Social Services in Black Hawk
County and for the Social Services Department of the
City of Kansas City, MO.
RICHARD ALAN SINGER, B.A. '66 C.l.U., has been
promoted to assistant vice president of the Employee
Plans division of R. B. Jones Corporation, insurance
brokers of Kansas City, MO. Singer joined R. B. Jones in
1974. Formerly, he was group sales manager at the Life

Insurance Co . of North America. He resides at 9023
Greenway lane, Shawnee Mission, KS, with his wife,
Janet, and their two children, Jay and Jennifer.
JANE BALCH LICHT, 8.A. '66, has ca-authored a book
on the history of her community, "City of the Second
Lake, A History of McFarland, Wisconsin", first published
in 1976. It is now in its second edition. WESLEY LICHT,
8.A. '66, has been elected to the Boord of Directors of

the Wisconsin Association for Environmental Education
for 1977. The Licht family, along with Sora, 6, and Katie,
3, live at 296-4 Highway AB, McFarland, WI.

'67
D. GORDON SCOLES, 8.A. '67 received his Ph.D.
degree from Middle Tennessee State University,
Murfreesboro on Dec. 17, 1976. Mr . and Mrs. Scoles live
at -410 S. Franklin, Ames.

•

l

STEPHEN A. SEGEBARTH, 8.A. '67, M.A. '7-4,
graduated from the University of Iowa College of law

Aug. 21, 1976, with "distinctions", and hos joined the
law firm of Claypool and Claypool. Segebarth and his
wife, Nancy, now live at 706 W . Penn St., Williamsburg.
RONALD M. MCGRATH, 8.A. '67 & M .A. '75, received
the Manchester Jaycee Outstanding Young Educator
Award for 1976. McGrath has taught in Wisconsin,
Minnesota, and teaches industrial arts at West Delaware
High School. McGrath is a member of Phi Delta Kappa.
He and his wife, Judy, and their sons, Mike, Don and
Bryan live at R.F.D. 3, Box 250A, Manchester.
GORDON K. HOWARD, 8.A. '67, has entered private
consultation practice as a Sociaf. Leisure Needs
Specialist. After receiving his M.A. degree in Theroputic
Recreation from the University of Iowa in 1973, he was
employed in the recreation education program at the
University of Iowa as instructor project coordinator for
grant projects. He was later promoted to research
assoc iate in the deportment. Howard and his wife,
Dionne Orton, live in Potosi, WI.
MILDRED PALMER GANNON, 8.A. '67, has been

awarded the M.A. degree in teaching of business
education from Western Michigan University,
Kalamazoo, Ml.

'67 & '68
KENNETH J. EMMONS, 8.A. '67, is the principal
planner at the Mclean County Regional Planning

Commission in Bloomington, IL. Mr. and Mrs. Emmons,
(JUDY LEHMAN, 8.A. '68) along with their two children,
Shellie Marie, -4, and Steven John Todd, 2, live at 16

Horwood Place, Bloomington, IL.

'68
WILLIAM M. ANDREWS, 8.A. '68, M .A. '72, M.A. '76,

supervisor of the Learning Resources Center at the Univ.
of Minnesota Technical College, Waseca, MN, was
recently elected chairperson of the Southcentrol
Minnesota Inter-library Exchange, a multi-type library
organization of all academic, special and regional
public libraries in a nine· county area of Minnesota . Mr.
and Mrs. Andrews, (JEAN COOPER ANDREWS, 8.A. '70)
live at 117 12th Ave. NW, Waseca, MN.

'69
DIANE COX GLASS, 8.A. '69, has been selected as the

executive director of the Republican State Central
Committee. Mrs. Gloss was a journalism and English
instructor at Perry Community High School for four years.
She and her husband, John, live at 2-406 Willis, Perry.

'70
JAMES l. BURROW, 8.A. ' 70, M.A. '71 , recently

received his Ph.D. degree from the University of
Nebraska at Lincoln. He is presently on assistant
professor and teacher educator of Distributive
Education at the University of Nebraska . He, his wife
Betty, and children, Korie, 2 ½, and Anthony, 9 months,
live at 3020 R Street, Lincoln, NE.
CAROL PETERSON HANSEN, 8.A. '70, has been
awarded the M.A. degree from the University of

Wisconsin, Madison, WI, and is working otthe University

as outreach coordinator for the South As ian Area
Center. She and her family live at 63-43 Phesant lane,
#8-43, Middleton, WI.
DANIEL J. DEBETTIGNIES, 8.A. '70, has joined the staff

of the First Notional Bonk in New Hampton . After serving
six years with the U.S. Novy as a pilot, he was discharged
with the rank of a lieutenant. He and his wife, Elizabeth
Hochstatter, live at 515 W. Prospect, New Hampton.
DAVID R. DRISKELL, 8.A. '70, has been appointed vice
president and trust officer of the Iowa State Savings
Bonk in Creston . Previously, he hod been employed as
on examiner for the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC). He is a senior examiner with FDIC
and hos taken examiner courses for senior examiners,
bank examination school·trust division, and examining a
computerized bank, among other courses. Driskell and
his wife, (LILLIAN WHITMORE, 8.A. '70) live at 1206 N.
Cedar, Creston, along with their two children, Scott, 6,
and Colleen, 2.
MARY ELAINE GEHRING, 8.A. '70, received her M .S.
from the University of Nebraska at Omaha (Creighton)
in 1976. In August 1976, she and Terry E. Willhite were
married and they live at 5920 long Ave., Shawnee, KS.
ROBERT C. NASLUND, M .A. '70, has been promoted

from instructor to assistant professor of physical
education at Luther College, Decorah. He is on assistant
football coach and head track coach and has been
named the conference Track Cooch of the Year on
several occasions. His address is 216 Riverview, Decorah .

'70 & '72
DONALD JOEL BRUNER, 8.A. '70, M .A. '72, is one of

the new owners of The Hub clothing store in Webster
City. Bruner hos been a moth teacher at Eagle Grove for
the post five years. He and his wife and children live at
122 N. Blaine, Eagle Grove.

'71
JAMES C. NELSON , 8.A. '71 , was awarded his MBA
from Southern Illinois University in September, 1976. He
hos been employed by Service Moster Industries since
1971 and recently was promoted to the position of plant
manager at their home office in Downers Grove, IL. He
and his wife, (CYNTHIA WACKER, 8.A. '71 ), live at 6-418
Arnold Dr., Woodridge, IL.
ANITA BOLAND WENGER, M.A. '71 , a teacher in the
Waverly-Shell Rock schools, has been awarded the
Benemerenti Medal conferred by Pope Paul VI, as a

token of gratitude for services to her church, St. Mary's
Catholic Church of Waverly. Mrs. Wenger and her
husband, William, live at 122 Seventh Ave. SE, Waverly.
RICHARD J. HANSON, 8.A. '71 , has received his M.A.
from Mankato State University in 1976, and has had an
exhibition of abstract painting in Blenden Art Gallery,
Fort Dodge from Jan . 16-30. Hanson, who teaches in the
South Junior High School at Fort Dodge, has had

paintings and drawings appear in numerous area Art
Centers. He and his wife, (MARYANN MORI, 8.A. '72),
live at -4-47 North 26th Place, Fort Dodge.

account representative in Philadelphia in 1974 and to
Minneapolis district manager in 1975.

'73
EVA OREN LUDDEN, 8.A. '73, has been appointed to

the position of assistant vice president · personnel at
Lutheran Mutual Life Insurance Company of Waverly.
Mrs. Ludden, who was previously personnel manager,
and her husband Richard, live at 267 N. Hackett Road,
Waterloo.
TIMOTHY ALAN PRINDLE, 8.A. '73, of 120-4 Edington,
Eldora, has been hired by the Iowa Department of Social

Services as Hardin County's social services director. He
hos worked with juvenile probationers in northern Iowa
for one year and with abused or neglected children in
Story County for 2½ years.

'74
MARK R. KETCHAM, 8.A. '7-4, is the assistant field

director for the American Red Cross at Fort Leavenworth,
KS. Ketcham and his wife, (PAMELA DIEHL, 8.A. ' 73),
reside at 921 -F Brookside, Ft. Leavenworth , KS, along
with their 13-month-old daughter, Tiffany Shea .
DEBORAH DOOLITTLE WILLIAMS, 8.A. '7-4, received
her M.A. in education from the University of Guam, Dec.
17, 1976. Mrs. Williams is teaching in the Guam School
System and her address is 17-42 8. Papya, A.P.O ., San
Francisco.
R. MICHAEL DUTCHER, 8.A. '7-4, has accepted a
position as field adjuster for Iowa Kemper Insurance Co.
of Mason City. Dutcher, who previously worked for
Decker Sporting Goods of Mason City, will continue to
live in New Hampton, Box 169, and work a 10-county
area in Northeast Iowa .

'75
ROBERT W . BENTON, 8.A. '75, has been appointed

admissions and financial aid counselor at Morycrest
College in Davenport, IA. He previously taught physical

education and was head athletic trainer at Rock Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Benton, who live at 3-4-4-4 Heatherton Dr.,

Apt. 3, Davenport, IA, ore the parents of a son, Brion
born Dec. 31 , 1976.

'76
HAROLD GEORGE PELL, 8.A. '76, of P.O. 267, Denver,

IA, hos received associate membership into the
American Society of Interior Designers. He is employed
at Mueller's Furniture in Waterloo as a full-time interior
designer.
CRAIG ANTHONY HOMAN, 8.A. '76, of 120 32nd St.
NE, Apt. 2, Cedar Rapids, has graduated from Allen
Memorial School of Medical Technology, Waterloo, and

is working at Mercy Hospital in Cedar Rapids.
THOMAS E. HALDER, 8.A. '76, received an
assistantship award and will attend the American
Graduate School of International Management,
Phoenix, AZ, where he will work toward a master's
degree in international business management. Mr. and
Mrs. Halder will live at 3901 W . Camelback Road,
Phoenix, AZ.

'72
BONNIE ABBAS, 8.A. ' 72, has returned to the U.S.
from Santiago, Chile, where she was stationed for the
post four years as a missionary working in literature and
church work with the Bible Baptist church. This completes
her third tour to the country sponsored by the Calvary
Baptist church in Webster City. During the coming year,
she will be traveling, speaking at various churches and
church gatherings. Her home address is Box 46, Webster
City.
MICHAEL RICHARD STEELE, M .A. '72, has recently
joined the staff of the Community Mental Health Center

of Henry, Louisa, and Jefferson counties as a psychiatric
social worker. Steele and his wife, Jeon, live at 617 Carol
Avenue, Mt. Pleasant.
LOUIS ROY MATAYA, B.A. '72, of 713 Oxford Drive,

Hartland, WI, hos been promoted to assistant soles
manager at the Milwaukee distribution center of Oscar
Moyer & Co. Louis joined the company as a retail sales
representative at Davenport in 1972, was promoted to

Marriages
'65
Kayleen Kimberly and ROGER CONTER, B.A. '65, 820
Lyon St. A 103, Des Moines.

'67
MARY FRANCES KELLY, 8.A. '67, and Gerold Chase,
719 7th Ave. NE, Oelwein.

'69
CYLENE MARIE WESSLING, 8.A. '69, and Tim Miller,

Hiawatha .
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'70
KATHRYN K. WIEGEL, 8.A. '70, and Fred R. Chipps,
141 S. Parker, Albany, IN .
Erlinda Castaneda and JAMES W. WHEELER, 8.A.
'70, 57 Bent Oak Trail, R.F.D. 5 Fairport, New York, NY.

'70 & '73

RUTHANNE M. WALTON, 8.A. '75,
Weispfenning, 660 E. 8th, Winona, MN .

ond

MARY ELLEN OBERMANN, 8.A. '75, and Robert W.
Flamm, 1149 Dixon Dr., Apt #3, Waterloo.
DENISE D. WALTER, 8.A. '75, and Steven King, Box
161 , Massena.

CAROL ANN SMITH, 8.A. '73, and ARNE C. EBNER,
M.A. '70, 2021 N. 14th Ct., Fort Dodge.

MELISSA ANN BELL, 8.A. '75, and Russell Clorke, 325
E. St., Hillside Cts., Cedar Falls.

'71

MARSHA KAY ALLMAN, 8.A. '75, and Randall
McCaulley, 478 S. Courts Tri. Ct., Cedar Falls.

KRISTIN ELAINE HUMPHREY, 8.A. '71 & M.A. ' 73, and
Gregiry Goodell, 307 S. Elm St. , Shenandoah.
GAIL KERNS, 8.A. '71 , and Dave Schaefer, 2104 S.

JULEE MENDENHALL and ALLAN K. JACOBSON, both
8.A. '75, P.O. Box 373, Fayette.

'75 & '76

Central, Burlington.

Sharon Newhouse and BRADLEY E. HUGHES, 8.A. ' 71 ,
3327 Cleorwaler Dr., Bettendorf.

'71 & '73

ROBBIN RUTH HAHN, 8.A. ' 76, ond GARY A.
HANSBERGER, '75, 1815 Riverside Dr., Apt. #3F, New
York, NY.

JUDITH ANN DUSENBERRY, 8.A. '73, and DANIEL L.
BRADY, 8.A. '71 , 403 S. Main, Charles City.

CARMEN MARY PETERS, 8.A. '76, and JOHN R.
DEVOE, 8.A. '75, 322 Cedar Crest Dr., Cedar Falls.

'72

TERESA LEE THOMPSON, B.A. '76 and JOHN P.
HARBAUGH, 8.A. '75, 1921 Edwards St., A6, Denton, TX.

DIANE CHRISTINE ANDERSEN, 8.A. '72, and Mitchell
Minor, 917 NE 122, #10, Portland, OR.
LINDA MARIE POWERS, 8.A. '72, and David
Rodriguez, 25972 Dana Bluffs E., Capistrano Beach, CA.

'72 & '74
JANICE LYNN CRANDALL, 8.A. '74, and STEPHEN C.
MORALES, 8.A. '72, 1507 Dunkerton Rd., Cedar Falls.

'73
TERESA L. MURPHY, 8.A. '73, and Delber King, 207 N.
7th St., Grimes.
MELINDA SUE NELSON, 8.A. '73, and Ronald Koster,
R.F.D. #1 , Springville.

'76
MARY SUE PENNINGTON, 8.A. '76, and Ronald
Torgerson, 6112 North 67 Ave., A259, Glendale, AZ.
DONNA RAE WALTERMAN and ALAN C. SCHMEIDEL,
both 8.A. '76, P.O. Box 663, Avoca.

-

DIANE KAY TOLSTEAD, and JEFFREY M. ROLLINS,
bath 8.A. '76, 407 Des Moines St., Webster City.

CHERYL ANN BLOMQUIST, 8.A. '76, and Craig Vice,
1205 ½ Corse, Burlington.
LESLIE ANN DONN, 8.A. '76, and John R. Cuvelier,
Box 12, Lawler.
MARTHA JANE SANDS, 8.A. '76 and Gary Christians,
405 1st Ave. NW, Dodge Center, MN .
KATHLEEN KAY HENTZEL, 8.A. '76, and Greg Hohl,

Deborah Bock and WILLIAM A. KILMEN, 8.A. '74, P.O.
Box 539, Iowa Falls.

Donnellson.

Margaret J. Zweir and PHILLIP A. LABRANCHE, 8.A.
'74, 14 So. 23rd St., Mt. Penn., PA.

SANDRA JO SWANSON, and JOHN J. STEVENS, both
8.A. '76, Central City.

, COSY CAY GREENZWEIG, 8.A. '74, and Phillip R.
Mclemore, 2308 Oakwood Ln ., Arlington, TX.

JOYCE ELLEN HEUSINKVELD, 8.A. '76, and Daryl
Sherman, 104½ N. Lake St., Lake Mills.

SHIRLEY L. MAJOR, 8.A. '74, ond Michael H.
Brookshire, 210 So. 3rd St., East Grand Forks, MN.

JUDY KAY WITTENBURG, 8.A. '76, and Fred Younger,
411 G. St., Hillside Ct., Cedar Falls.

KATHLEEN ALICE FOSSEY, 8.A. '74, and Michael
Gainey, 415 E. Prospect, Owattona, MN.

WILLONA RUTH GRAHAM and STEVEN D. GOERS,
both 8.A. '74, 900 W. Benton, A311 C, Iowa City.

'74& '75
DEBRA SUE SCHERTZ, 8.A. '74, and KENNETH A.
CHRISTIANSEN, B.A. '75, 1624 NW 81st, Des Moines.
DEBRA ANN ABERNATHY, 8.A. '75, M .A. '76, and
WILLIAM W. BASLER, 8.A. '74, 828 So. Tenn . Pl., Mason
City.
DEANN MARLOW, 8.A. '75, and JOHN C. BATES, 8.A.
'74, 2110 Vine St .. Cedar Falls.

'74 & '76
REGINA R. ZORTMAN, 8.A. '76, and CHARLES J.
CHIHAK, M.A. '74, 1002 Clair, #1 , Cedar Falls.

'75
BECKY JO BISHOP, 8.A. '75, and Dennis Anderson,
424 Saunders, Evansdale.
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Mr. and Mrs. John F. Ruzicka, (VIRGINIA CAVE, 8.A.
'66) are the parents of a son , John Charles, born on Dec.

10, 1976. He joins a sister, Malinda Jane 1 ½. The family
lives al R.F.D. #1 , Marble Rock.

'66 & '67
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Iverson, M .A. '66, (LINDA ALBER,
8.A. '67) announce the birth of their third daughter,
Jennifer Ann, on Jon . 14. She joins Patricio Ann, 5, and

'66 & '67
Mr. and Mrs. LARRY D. SCHIMA, 8.A. '67, (PAULA
PEGRAM, 8.A. '67) announce the birth of their first child,
Amanda Lynne, born Feb. 26, 1976. The family lives al
2019 Skyline Dr., Marshalltown .

'67
Mr. and Mrs. JOHN LEE PRINCE, 8.A. '67, 7 Beverly
Ct., Waupun , WI , ore the parents of a son, Nathan
Thomas, born Jon. 18. Prince is the assistant manager of

the Alto Coop Creamery.
Mr. and Mrs. James Lindaman,(JUDY FREY, 8.A. '67)
Aplington , announce the arrival of their first child,

Jacqueline Ann, born Dec. 16, 1976.
Mr. and Mrs. John Rider (DIANNE BIGLER, 8.A. '67)
are the parents of a son, Nathan Jeremy born Oct. 12,
1976. He joins a sister, Shannon Elizabeth, 7, and five
half brothers and sister. The family lives at 125 Hudson
Road, Cedar Falls.

'68
Mr. and Mrs. R. JOHN MULLAN, 8.A. '68 & M .A. '73,
1976. The family lives al 3421 Carlton Dr., Cedar Falls,
where Mullan teaches sociology in the Cedar Falls High
School.

Births

Susan J. Ott and KENT L. CROSKEY, 8.A. '74, 72436th
St. , Des Moines.
MARILYN JO RISDAL, 8.A. '74, and Dennis Dean, 1200
Valley Park St. , Marion .

Darwin L. Kinne, (LINDA FAE
'66) 1817 Reed Street, Grinnell,
of their third child Daniel L. , born
sister, Jo Ellen, 8, and a brother,

are the parents of a son , Alex Christopher, born Nov. 21 ,

KATHERINE LINN BLASBERG, 8.A. '74, and William
Scharnhorsl, R.F.D. #4, Denver.
LINDA CAROL TAYLOR, .B.A. '74, and Fred Ripka, Jr.,
1127 Rovenwood, Apt. 12, Waterloo.

'66
Dr. and Mrs.
GREENFIELD, 8.A.
announce the birth
Jan. 7. He joins a
Jeffrey 0. , 3.

elementary music supervisor.

KIM ANITA JONTZ, 8.A. '76, and Thomas Heneke,
318 F. St., Hillside Ct., Cedar Falls.

'74

Maj. and Mrs. - P. ·J. Calligan, (FRANCES MADSEN,
8.A. '65) 859 McConnell Terr., Whiteman AFB, MO,
announce the birth of their second child, Daniel John,
born Sept. 26, 1976. He joins a sister, Kristin, 6.

JEAN REBECCA RIDDER, 8.A. '76, and Timothy A.
Thomsen, 220 Raven St., Iowa City.

JACLYN GAIL RASMUSSEN, 8.A. '73, M.A. '74, and
Robert Johnson, 108 6th Ave., Waverly.

REBECCA LYNN BROWN, 8.A. '75, and JAMES E.
KRANZ, 8.A. '73, 14041 15th NE, Seattle, WA.

Farmington Hills, M l, where Mrs. Vail is on leave from the

Wayne -Westland Schools as a learning disabilities
teacher.

Kimberly Ann, 2 ½. The family lives al Mounted Route,
Country Club Road, Alexandria, MN, where Iverson is an

JEAN MARIE HARVEY, 8.A. '76, and Martin Peterson,
112 F. St., Hillside Ct., Cedar Falls.

'73 & '75

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Vail, (LORETTA K. LILLIE, 8.A.
'65) are the parents of a daughter, Jennifer Susan, born
Feb. 13. The family lives al 27525 Doreen Ave.,

Milly Nobholz and JAMES E. KORTENKAMP, 8.A. '76,
722 W. 3rd, Eagle Grove.

8. JILL VARLEY, 8.A. '73, and Richard Severns, 1206
Top-0-Hollow, Ames.

KATHY LOW MOELLER, 8.A. '73, and William
Obermeier. 8457 NW Beaver Dr., Grimes.

'65

Jon

Mr. and Mrs. Brian Ellsworth, (CHERYL ANDERSON,
8.A. '68) R.F.D. 1, Box 176, Jefferson, are the parents of
their first child , a daughter, Jaime Nicole, born Jan. 28.
Ellsworth teaches al Central Webster and Mrs. Ellsworth
teaches French at Gowrie . They tra in horses for o hobby.

'62
Mr. and Mrs. Harold T. Hikiji, (PATRICIA CHRISTLE,
8.A. '62) are the parents of a daughter, Cory Elizabeth,
born Dec. 31 , 1976. She joins Chris Ann, 10, Lonnie, 8,
Vance, 7, and Kathleen, 4. The family lives 193 17th
Avenue SW, Cedar Rapids, IA.

'63
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Beineke, (MARCIA KNEELAND,
8.A. '63) announce the birth of Esther Beth, Nov. 12,
1976. She joins Paul, 9, Sarah, 7 and Lydia, 2, al 542
Stange, Springfield, IL. Beineke is a nuclear chemist for

the Illinois State Department of Public Health .

'64
Mr. and Mrs. WILLIAM D. EDWARDS, 8.A. '64, 4111
Warren St. , Davenport, are the parents of a son, Mork

William, born Oct. 28, 1976.

'68 & '69
Mr. and Mrs. RONALD HOVICK, 8.A. '69, (VIRGINIA
SELLERS, 8.A. '68) are the parents of a son, Stephen
Matthew, born Dec. 1, 1976. The family lives at 275
Mortin Rd ., Waterloo. Hovick is part owner of a plastic
forming company, Creataform , in Cedar Falls.

'68 & '71
Mr. and Mrs. Paul J. Boysen, Jr. , (KATHARINE
MORFORD, 8.A. '71 ), 500 N. Walnut, Creston, are the
parents of their first child, Courtney Elizabeth, born Jan.
16. Boysen, J. D. '72 Drake, was admitted to the Stale
Bar in '73 and is practicing law in Creston. Mrs. Boysen is
special education teacher in the Creston school system.

'69
Mr. and Mrs. DENNIS L. MOELLER, (LINDA MONSON)
both 8.A. '69, announce the birth of their first child, Kirk

Mitchell, born Feb. 14. Moeller is a teacher ond !rock
coach, sponsors the high school radio station, and is a
member of the Miss Iowa board of directors. Mrs.

Moeller teaches holf time.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Mahoney, (SHARON GRAVES, B.A.
'69) 11610 Welcome Dr., Son Antonio, TX, announce the
birth of their daughter, Heide Morie, on June 26, 1976.
Mr. and Mrs. Mork Hough (CA ROL DIEDRICH, B.A. '69)
announce the birth of their daughter, Erin Alysia, born

June 1, 1976. The family, along with Kimberly, 3½, lives
at 2423 29½ St., Rock Island, IL.

'69 & '70
Mr. and Mrs. ROGER E. DIEHL, B.A. '70, (ALICE
PERRENOUD, B.A. '69) 2605 Gloria Dr., Waterloo, ore
the parents of their first child, a daughter, Michelle Mae,
born Jan. 29. Diehl is purchasing agent for the A. Y.
McDonald Company, and Mrs. Diehl leaches in the
Waterloo school system.

Mr. and Mrs. STEVEN G . JOHNSON, B.A. '69 & M.A.
'73, (KATHIE GROSVENOR, B.A. '70) are the parents of a
daughter, Kelley Lynn, born Oct. 8, 1976. She has a
brother, Chad, 2 years old . Johnson is a regional
manager for the Maytag Company and they live al N.
11615 Wall , Spokane, WA, 99218 .
Mr. and Mrs. FREDRIC M. HABERER, B.A. '69, (MARIA
MUELLER, B.A. '70) are the parents of a daughter,
Michelle Mario, born Dec. 22, 1975. Haberer is an
English instructor al WACO High School and Mrs.
Haberer teaches Title I Reading in the Washington

School District. Their address is R.F.D. #1, Wayland.

'69 & '71
Mr. and Mrs. TIMOTHY L. KNIEP, (JUDITH STORM, B.A.
'71) ore the parents of their first child, Kathryn Elaine,
born on Sept. 29, 1976. The family lives in Bridgewater.

'69 & '73
Mr. and Mrs. RAY C. SWEITZER, B.A. '73, (AUDREY
BRANNON, B.A. '69) ore the parents of a daughter,
Regina Rae, born Sept. 27, 1976. The family, along with
Martin Clark, 1 ½, lives at 309 Clay, Cedar Falls.
Sweitzer is o primary teacher in Waterloo and Mrs.
Sweitzer teaches in Cedar Falls.

'70
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Adolphs, (CAROLYN DOSTAL,
B.A. '70) 2508 S. Union Rd., Box 91 , Cedar Falls,
announce the birth of their first child , Dorin Lonee , born

Oct. 5, 1976. Mrs. Adolphs is a junior and senior high
media specialist at Wapsie Valley Community School,
Fairbank . Adolphs works for a plumbing company in
Cedar Falls.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene DeGroote (FRANCES ELFERS, B.A.
'70) ore parents of a daughter, Jamie Bynn, born Dec.

27, 1976. They live at 321 2nd St. NW, Waverly. Mrs.
DeGroote taught English for six years at East High in
Waterloo.

Mr. and Mrs. James Willson, (CHERYL BLASBERG, B.A.
'70) are the parents of a son , Michael Jomes, born Jan.

17. He joins a sister, Christine, 2½. The family lives at 314
Water St., Shell Rock, where Willson is a underwriter for
Form Bureau Insurance and Mrs. Willson teaches 4th
grade.

Mr. and Mrs. RICKY J. OBERREUTER, B.A. '70, 312
Nassau St. SE, Cedar Rapids, ore the parents of their
first child, a daughter, Amie Michele, born Dec. 29,
1976.

'71
Mr. and Mrs. JOHN P. MANSON, B.A. '71, R.F. D. #3,
Maquoketa, ore the parents of their first child , a

daughter, Katheryn, born Feb. 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Welty, (PEGGY HILDEBRAND, B.A.
'71) 2540 Gettle, Klamath Falls, OR, announce the birth

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Rucinski, Jr., (KAREN GRACEY,
B.A. '71) R.F.D. #6, Ottumwa, announce the birth of their
first child, Amy Melissa , on Dec. 4, 1976.

their first child, Jennifer Rose, born Sept. 24, 1976. Mr.

Mr. and Mrs. Jon Wold, (MARY BRENNAN, B.A. '71 )
are the parents of a daughter, Molly, born Sept. 25,
1976. The family lives at 2863 Biscay Ct., Aurora, CO.

parents of their first child, a son, Tyon Vance, Jr., born

Aug. 26, 1976. Kimble has been promoted to vice
president of the Chalet limited, a specialized sporting

'71 & '72

goods company. Their address is 3313 Aurora Ave. , Des
Moines.

Mr. and Mrs. CHARLES C. HUGHES, B.A.'71,
(JACQUELINE DAVIS, B.A. '72) are the proud parents of
their first child, a son, Charles C. , Jr., born Aug. 18,
1976. The family lives al 308 S. Mickley, Paullina.
Mr. and Mrs. CARROLL E. MILLER, B.A. '71 , (RE BECCA
HANSON, B.A. '72) are the parents of their second son,
Nathan Andrew, born Nov. 16, 1976. He joins David
Joshua, 2½, and the family lives al 749 E. Montana, St.
Poul, MN, where Miller is minister of education at the
First Evangelical Free Church . Mrs. Miller is a
homemaker and a mother.

'71 & '73
Mr. and Mrs. DAVID J. KACMARYNSKI , B.A. '73,
(ELLEN TODEY, B.A. '71) 2418 State Street, Cedar Falls,
ore the parents of a son, Kevin Christopher, born Ju~ 6,

Mr. and Mrs. TYON V. KIMBLE , B.A '73, are the

'74
Mr. and Mrs. James Hamblet, (MARIE KANE, B.A. '74)
ore the parents of their second daughter, Shannon Lynn,

born Nov. 8, 1976. The family, along with Angela, 1 ½,
lives al 63B Woodlawn Ave ., Traer.

'75
Mr. and Mrs. GREG STEWART, B.A. '75, 516 5th St.,
Sibley, ore the parents of a daughter, Jodi Lynne, born
Jon. 23. Stewart teaches and is a coach at Ocheyedan

High School.
Mr. and Mrs. KENNETH B. ROBINSON , B.A. '75, ore
the parents of their first child , a daughter, Trena
Annette, born Nov. 1, 1976. The family lives al R.F.D. #1 ,
Oxford.

1976. Kacmarynski works in data processing al UNI and
Mrs. Kacmarynski teaches in La Porte City.
Mr. and Mrs. DON W. SIEVERS, B.A. '73, (PAT
ALLISON, B.A. '71 ) are the parents of a son, Scott
Mathew, born Feb. 18, 1976. The Sievers live at 3102

Deaths

40th Pl., Des Moines, where Sievers is a respiratory

therapist at IMMC.

'72

'05, '11

Mr. and Mrs. JAMES WENGER, B.A. '72, R.F.D. #1 ,
Ainsworth , ore the parents of a son, Eric Jomes, born

May 24, 1975.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael J. Fox, (BARBARA BECKLUND,
B.A. '72) announce the birth of their first child, Michael J.
Fox, II, born Dec. 18, 1976. Thefamilylivesat2717Court
Street, Sioux City, where Fox manages the Credit Union

Mrs. BESS CHASE EDMONSON, B.Di. '05, B.A. '11,
died Nov. 12, 1976. Prior lo her marriage in 1914, Mrs.
Edmonson taught at West Side and Hampton, IA, and
Jackson, Ml. Mrs. Edmonson was the granddaughter of
John Milton Overman for whom Overman Pork in Cedar

Falls is named.

'07

for the Sioux City Hospitals and Mrs. Fox is a para-legal.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Black, (RANDI BREKKE, B.A. ' 72)
R.F.D. #1 , Algona, are the parents of their first child, a
daughter, Jamie Mehlan, born June 8 , 1976.
Mr. and Mrs. DAVE HARSKAMP, B.A. '72, announce
the birth of their son, Timothy David, on June 25, 1976.
He joins a sister, Shantelle, 3½. The family lives al 605
1st Ave . SE, Sioux Center, where Horskomp sells real
estate.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Rediger, (PAMELA BLAKE, B.A.
'72) are the parents of their first child, Elizabeth Ann,
born Oct. 13, 1976. They live at 215 Welty Ave .,
Rockford , IL.
Mr. and Mrs. John Westrem (JOYCE RACHUT, B.A.
'72) announce the birth of their first child, Amanda Joy,
born Oct. 29, 1976. The family lives at 2524 Greenway
Road , Fort Wayne, IN.
Mr. and Mrs. David Jones, (KATHLEEN ZUBER, B.A.
'72) ore the parents of their first child, a daughter,
Megan Mair, born Aug. 28, 1976. TheiroddressisR.F.D.
1, Box 135, Marengo .

'72 & '73
Mr. and Mrs. JERRY J. GUSTAFSON, B.A. '72, (ROSE
HOOVER, B.A. '73) announce the birth of theirfirst child,
Jay Daniel, on Jan . 18, which is also both parents
birthdays. The "birthday family" lives at 3321 South
117th Street, Omaha, NE . Gustafson leaches
mathematics at Millard Senior High School

'73
Mr. and Mrs. James Stupka, (SHERI CALTRIDER, B.A.
'73) 28 Sandro Court, IL, are the parents of a daughter,
Kristin Rae, born Dec. 27, 1976. She joins a brother,
Michael, 2½ .

of their second daughter, Teresa Dionne, born Dec. 1,

Mr. and Mrs. Rick Jacobs, (BEYERL Y WOOD, B.A. '73)

1976. She was welcomed home by Catherine Jane, 2½.

ore the parents of a son, Gregory Kent, born June 5,

Mr. and Mrs. FRED A CERKA, B.A. '71, ore the parents
of a son, Timothy Jay, born July 5, 1976. Tim joins a
brother, Jeffrey Todd, 3, al 205, North St., Colo.

and Mrs. Nemmers both teach school in Des Moines.

1976. The Jacobs live al P.O. Box 216, DeWitt.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Nemmers, (LINDA RYAN, B.A.
'73) 3322 East Jefferson, Des Moines, are the parents of

Miss E. BERYL COX, B.Di. '07, died Feb.2. Miss Cox
taught rural schools in Emmet County and at Dolliver.

She taught in the Sioux City schools for 40 years,
including 37½ years as a kindergarten teacher al Floyd
School. She retired in 1948. She issurvived by a brother.

'13
Miss GRACE VINCENT died Feb. 24 at the United
Presbyterian Home in Washington , IA. Miss Vincent
taught in public schools in Iowa for 18 years and in
mission boarding schools for 25 years in Hawaii, Egypt

and Kentucky. She retired in 1963. Survivors include two
nephews and seven nieces.

'14
Mrs. KITTIE WEISBARD REMER, M. Di. ' 14, died Dec.
27, 1976. Mrs. Remer taught high school for two years at
Urbana . She is survived by her husband, Ralph , who
lives at Urbana, one son and two sisters, including Miss

MINA WEISBARD,
Altadena, CA.

B.A.

' 18,

872

E. Mendocino,

'17
Mrs. DOROTHY BROWN LISLE, H.Ec. '17, died Jan . 27.
Prior to her marriage in 1920, Mrs. lisle taught at

Dunlap, l inden and Newburg . She has lived in
California since 1924. She is survived by her husband,
Harold, 5715 Santa Cruz, Apt. 40, Atascadero, CA, one
daughter and two grandchildren.

'19
Mrs. GLADYS BARNES SANNER, B.A. '19, died Nov. 5,
1976, at her home in Novato, CA. She is survived by a
son and two sisters, Mrs. MILDRED BARNES Stever, B.A.
'21 , 904 Colonial Court, Pryor, OK, and Mrs. HELEN
BARNES Bohan, B.A. '29, 1917 Filth Ave., Waverly.

'20
Mrs. DOROTHY CONDIT JEANCON, B.A.'20, died Jan .
10. Mrs. Jeancon lived for many years in the Chicago
area , moving to California in 1937. Survivors include her

husband, Jean Allard Jeancon, 5131 Boston Ave.,

21

Glendale, CA, and Mrs. MARGARET CONDIT Robinson,
B.A. ' 16, 4437 Chowen Ave. So., M inneapolis, MN.

husband, she had published two books of poetry and 15

brochures. She is survived by her husband, Dr. 0 .

by her husband, Don Gillam, 109 Westridge Drive,

'23

LAWRENCE ABBOTT, B.A. '23, 50B Charles St., East

Bozeman, MT, one son and two daughters.

Lansing, Ml, two daughters and a son.

Miss NELLIE FENNER, Pri . '23, died Jan. 27. Before
moving to the Western Home in 1976, Mi ss Fenner was a
teacher in Colesburg, where she taught for more than 30

'43

'24 & '26

years. She also had taught at Dysart and LaPorte City.

Miss LAURA E. ROBBINS, Kg . ' 24, B.A. '26, died Nov.
25, 1976. Miss Robbins taught at Ame s prior to doing

Survivors include one brother and two sisters, one who is

graduate work and then devoted her life to working with

Mrs. ROSE FENNER Garrison, B.A. '25, 1323 G No
Columbus, Glendale, CA.

the Methodist Church al Pittsburg, PA, Mathison, MS,
Morgantown, VA, Kansas City, MO, Albuquerque, NM,

'24

and most recently at Pasadena, CA, at Robincroft Rest
Home for retired deaconesses and missionaries.

Mrs. MARGARET EVANS ABBOTT, B.A. '24, died Sept.
21 , 1976. She taught at Woodwa rd and served as critic
teacher at UNl's campus school. She al so taught in
Toulon and Galesburg, IL. Mrs. Abbott was very active in
creative writing, especially poetry. Her poems appeared
in many magazines and newspapers. Together with her

'26
Miss ESTHER I. KERSTETTER, Pri . ' 26, died Jan. 20. An
elementary teacher from 1919 until she retired in 1966,
Miss Kerstetter taught in Iowa , Colorado and Michigan
schools. After her retirement she made her home at

Meth-Wick Manor, Cedar Rapid s. She is survived by
three sisters and one brother.

'31

Alumnus writes
church history

Mrs. GLADYS PHARES VEITH, Art '31 , died at her
home Feb. 9. Mrs. Veith taught art in Council Bluffs and
Ankeny. She is survived by three sisters, including Mrs. E.

CATHERINE PHARES Merner, Pri. '21 , 515 Hampshire
Rd ., Drexel Hill, PA, and Mrs. GEORGIA PHARES
Thompson, Pri . '34, 507 Barnes St., Ida Grove.

'34

Dr. Donald P. Hayes, M.A. '66,
volunteered many hours in the
spring and summer of 1976 to help
write and edit a history of St. Mary of
Mt. Carmel Parish in Eagle Center,
Iowa. With a little pushing, it was
finished for the dedication of a new
church last September.
As one of the few Ph.D.s in the
parish, Hayes said he helped draft an
initial manuscript of the church
history for the cornerstone laying on·
Memorial Day, 1976. During the rest
of that summer, he and Father
Robert V. Swift developed the
foundation information into a book
prepared for distribution at the
church dedication.
Hayes did the proofreading, wrote
much of the contemporary history
and also compiled genealogies of all
parish members with their help. He
said he interviewed many members
concerning earlier church days.
Father Swift also obtained historical
information from church records in
Waverly and Waterloo.
The book ties the church history
in with the history of North
America and settling of the Midwest
states. It was made available for all
guests at the church open house.
Hayes' other main research was
his doctoral dissertation titled "The
Iowa Amish and Their Education".
He spent a full year participating in
Amish daily living to write the
dissertation discussing the Amish
views of education.
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years . Prior to that she lived in Waterloo. She is survived

Mr. HARRY L. KRUCHTEN , B.S. '34, died Feb. 17. Mr.
Kruchten taught at Ottosen and Carlisle before
becoming a member of the second unit of the Iowa
Highway Patrol and later returned to teaching . He was a
high school and elementary principal in various
communities including Otho and Mapleton, retiring
three years ago. He is survived by his wife who resides at

R.F.D. 2, Box 2453, Spirit Lake, and a son.

Mr. KENNETH G . DILLY, B.A. ' 43, died Sept. 1, 1976.
Mr. Dill)'_ taught al Maxwell, ~oldt, was the
superintendent ol Vernon Consolidated at Renwick and,
for the last 21 years, was director of elementary
education at Hampton. Survivors include his wife , the

former

GENEVIEVE

Glendale

Park

ENGSTROM,

Drive,

Hampton,

B.A.

' 43,

two

daughters,

1030

including DONNA JEAN DILLY, B.A. '73, R.F.D. 1, Box
13B, Walcott, and a son, Robert K. Dilly, who is
completing his freshman year al UNI.

'45
Mrs. MAURINE SPURBECK SCURLOCK, B.A. ' 45, of
Reslon, VA, died Dec. 15, 1976, while visiting in Waverly.
Prior to her marriage, Mrs. Scurlock taught at Bristow.
She was active in community theater groups and
traveled a lot. Survivors include two sons, a daughter,

her mother and two brothers, including W. J. (Bud)
SPURBECK, B.A. '53, Newell.

'49
Dr. HENRY A. O'CONNOR, B.A. '49, professor in
administration and services in the college of education

al Northern Illinois University, died Nov. 26, 1976. Dr.
O'Connor taught high school at Columbia, MO, prior lo
moving to DeKalb in 1958. He was past national vice
president of Phi Delta Kappa of which he was a member
for 23 years. He is survived by his wife, the former ERNA

GRAVESEN, B.A. ' 49, 725 Garden Rd., DeKalb, IL, two
sons, his mother, a brother and a sister.

'57
Mrs. CATHERINE DUNBAR YORK, B.A. '57, died Jan . 5
at her home in Clinton . Mrs. York is survived by her

husband, Dr. GEORGE L. YORK, B.A. '51 , M .A. '55, 1004

'35

Breezy Point Drive, Clinton , one son, one daughter, her

Mrs. SARAH HAIRSINE PARKIN , Elem . '35, died Avg . 5,
1976. After her marriage in 1941 , Mrs. Parkin became
active in the management of their ladies apparel store.

She is survived by her husband, Ralph S. Parkin, 606
Second Ave ., N . W ., Kasson , MN, two sons and two

mother, MARY HORAN DUNBAR, J.C. '25, B.A. '55, B25
Franklin, Cedar Falls, and one brother.

'64
M iss ELLEN L. DeGEUS, M .A. '64, died Jan. 24. At the
time of her death , Miss DeGeus was a business instructor

daughters .

al Anoka-Ramsey Community College, Coon Rapids, Ml.

'36

Survivors include her parents, Mr. and M rs. Andrew

Mrs. ELEANOR CADE BURRACK, Elem. '36, died Feb. 10
at her home in Aurora. Mrs. Burrock taught at Soc City,
Postville, Auro ra and Winthrop before she retired .
Survivors include her husband, Alvin, who lives in
Aurora, a son, Jim Elliot of Lamont, and a daughter, Ann

Elliott of Iowa City.

'38
Mrs. LUCILLE EVANS GILLAM, Elem . '3B, died Dec. 2,
1976. Mrs. Gillam lived in Bozeman, MT for the last 13

MOVING?

DeGevs, 810 Liberty St. , Pella.

'76
Mr. DENNIS A. DENHAM, B.A. '76, was killed in an
automobile accident in November, 1976, near Lake
Zurich , IL. He was employed as on accountant at Kemper
Insurance Co. , long Grove, IL. He is survived by his

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Max Denham, 888 Svrryse Rd .,
Lake Zurich, and a sister, Mrs. JUDITH DENHAM SMITH,
B.A. '69, 305 Maryland St., Duluth, MN.
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Deaths
of former faculty,
staff and friends

Lou A. Shepherd
Lou A. Shepherd, 93, emeritus
professor of primary education and
extension consultant, died Feb. 22 at
the Bartels Lutheran Home in
Waverly.
Miss Shepherd was born at
Waverly July 11, 1883. She
graduated from Waverly High
School, attended Grinnell College
and earned the B.A. degree from
UNI in 1919. She earned the M.A.
degree from Columbia University in
1924 and did further graduate study
at the University of Iowa and the
University of California at Berkeley.
She began her teaching career in
the Hampton and Waterloo public

schools, served from 1914-19 on the
UNI Laboratory School staff and
became chairman of the primary
department at Des Moines
University for several years. In 1924,
she joined the UNI extension staff as
a consultant to public schools in
primary education, serving until her
retirement in 1953.
Miss Shepherd served on an
emeritus basis from 1953-66, taking
full retirement on June 30, 1966.
Miss Shepherd also taught at
many UNI branch summer schools
established throughout the state.
Miss Shepherd authored a
number of publications related to
primary teaching and was co-author
of a text "Methods of Teaching in
Town and Rural Schools."

George C. Robinson
Dr. George C. Robinson, 82,
retired professor of political science,
died Dec. 28, 1976.

He was born at Oconomowoc,
Wis., on April 25, 1894. He received
his B.A. degree in 1916 from the
University of Wisconsin and his M.A.
and Ph.D. degrees from Harvard
University.
In 1922 he joined the Iowa State
Teachers College faculty as a
teacher of government. Except for a
few years, he taught at this
institution until he attained emeritus
status in 1962. He retired in 1970.
Dr. Robinson served in city
government for many years. He was
an active member in the American
Legion, the American Political
Science Association, the National
Municipal League and the AAUP.
In 1972 Dr. Robinson delivered the
inaugural lecture in the annual
George C. Robinson Lectureship in
Local Government established by
the Uni Department of Political
Science to honor his nearly 40 years
of teaching and service.

Special alumni insurance offered
Dear UNI Alumni,
During the past year the UNI Alumni Association has offered group insurance on a trial basis
to Black Hawk County alumni. After evaluating
the program, we feel there are enough alumni
interested to make this exceptional offer to all of
you.
The insurance program we now offer is even
better than the trial one since rates have been
reduced approximately 17% for adults under
age 55. There are smaller reductions for those
over 55 .

Any of you or your spouses under age 75 may
get more information from the Alumni Office or
you may apply for the insurance now by using
the form below.
To continue serving the personal needs and
wishes of alumni, the association needs an
expression of alumni interest through their
participation in existing programs. We hope, for
your own welfare, that you will apply for this
unique insurance program .

This program, which is not made available to the
general public, provides a unique feature- -you
do not have to be employed to get this
insurance.
In addition, this insurance cannot be cancelled
by the insurance company, the University or the
Alumni Association for any reasons except nonpayment of premiums on time. The Association
considers this an important guarantee not
found in many, if any, similar programs. The
availability of this attractively priced insurance
should be a valuable, long-term service to each
of you. This is especially true for people who do
not belong to organizations or are not employed
full -time.
Further materials will not be mailed to alumni
during this academic year so this is your chance
to take advantage of this insurance program .

Director of Alumni Affairs
If you would like more information on the
Alumni Insurance program, mail this coupon to
the Alumni Office, Room 137, Arts and
Industries Building, University of Northern
Iowa, Cedar Falls, IA 50613 .
·
Name
Address
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ Zip __
Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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HOMECOMING SCHEDUlE
Saturday, Oct. 8
9:00 AM
10:30 AM
11 :30 AM
1:00 PM
2:30 PM
4:30 PM

5:30 PM

Registration-Commons
Campanile Concert
Brunch--Commons Ballroom
Parade--Downtown Cedar Falls
& College Hill
See the campus on your own

$3.75

7:30 PM
10:00 PM

Buffet--Commons Ballroom
Presentat ion of Alumni
Achievement Awards
Football--UNI vs Augustana-UNI Dome

$5.00

$5.00

Jazz Concert--No Charge,
Commons Ballroom (cash bar)

Cocktails-Commons Georgian
Lounge (cash bar)

Homecoming Registration
Enclosed please find check in the amount of $ _ __
for the following HOMECOMING '77 EVENTS:

Make cl'leck payable to the UNI Alumni Association.

NAME - - - - - - - - - CLASS OF 19 _ _

....

$13.75 per person

Brunch

......

3.75 per person

Buffet

.......

5.00 per person

#

All events

#
#

ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
#

Football game

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP_ _ _ __

5.00 per person

REUNION SCHEDULE
Classes Of 1917, 1927, 1937, 1952
Saturday, Oct. 8
9:00 AM
11 :30 AM

10:00 PM

Registration-Commons
Brunch--Commons Ballroom

1:00 PM

Parade--Downtown Cedar Falls
& College Hill

2:30 PM
4:30 PM

Class Meetings--Commons

5:30 PM

7:30 PM

Cocktails--Commons Georgian
Lounge (cash bar)
Buffet--Commons Ballroom
Presentation of Alumn i
Achievement Awards
Football--UNI vs Augustana
UNI Dome

$3.75

Jazz Concert--No charge,
Commons Ballroom (cash bar)

Sunday, Oct. 9

$5.00

9:00 AM
10:30 AM

Registration-Commons

10:45 AM

Class pictures--Commons
Ballroom
Luncheon--Commons
Ballroom; Presentation of Alumni
Service Awards

12:00 PM

Campanile Concert

$4.50

$5.00

Reunion Registration
Enclosed please find check in the amount of$ _ __
for the following REUNION EVENTS:

........

$18.25 per person

# _ _ Sat. Brunch

......

3.75 per person

# _ _ Sat. Buffet

·······

5.00 per person

# _ _ All events

# _ _ Football game

5.00 per person

# _ _ Sunday lunch

4.50 per person

Make check payable to the UNI Alumni Association.
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CLASS OF 19 _ _
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE - - - - - - - - - - - - ZIP _ __

